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General Introduction
Over the last five years, the worldwide number of Google searches for the term “machine
learning” (ML) has quintupled; over the last ten years it has increased tenfold (https://
www.google.com/trends). ML is on everyone’s lips nowadays—and this is not surprising
as we find it everywhere in our everyday lives: social media services use it to suggest people
we may know, it identifies whether an email is spam or not, commercial enterprises use it to
recommend products or movies, chatbots on websites serve as customer support representa-
tives, and automated passenger transport is just about to take off. But why has ML become
so popular? How is ML different from statistics, which has been used in the social sciences
for an age?
Broadly speaking, ML or statistical learning methods combine approaches from statistics
and computer sciences, with the main areas of focus being prediction, classification, and
clustering tasks. Different from statistics, the main focus in ML is not on inference but on
finding the best predictive function. And because the main goal is accurate prediction, the
models are often so complex that they are no longer interpretable. In order to train them
while minimizing the risk of overfitting—that is, finding a function that also predicts well
with new data—a lot of data (samples) is needed. The data flood of the last few years has
been a crucial driver in ML’s increasing popularity. In addition, increases in readily available
computing power mean that ML can nowadays be used by almost anyone, and thus explain
its spread to numerous fields—including, increasingly, to the social sciences.
This dissertation focuses on the use of statistical learning for business and economics. But
it also points out pitfalls that accompany the increasing use of ML, and outlines approaches
via which one particular pitfall—undesired bias—might be countered.
In Paper 1 we address the fact that much new accommodation in Switzerland has—during the
construction boom sustained by the persistence of low interest rates—been built in regions
in which a strong increase in demand was expected but has not materialized. This has
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resulted in high vacancy rates in these regions. Usually, demand for real estate is estimated
by looking at transaction data1 , but the problem with this data is that it captures supply
rather than demand. In order to better understand what people are really searching for, we
propose analyzing accommodation seekers’ search subscriptions to relevant online platforms.
The data set exhibits many missing values though. In practice, samples that are not complete
are often simply deleted or missing values are imputed with their variables’ means. We show
that these approaches lead to a huge decrease in the quality of analyses that are based on
such data sets. As an alternative, we propose imputation approaches based on unsupervised
learning.
Unsupervised learning involves finding clusters of observations that are similar in terms of
their features/covariates. In order to minimize possible distortions resulting from training the
models on complete observations first, we impute the missing values in an iterative manner:
once the first model is trained, we impute the missing data of observations exhibiting only
one missing value. We then re-train the model on the complete and imputed data in order to
impute the missing data of observations exhibiting two missing values, and so on. In addition,
we perform imputation multiple times and each imputed value is averaged (pooled) over the
iterations in order to incorporate the uncertainty resulting from imputation.
Our unsupervised learning algorithms for imputation (k-means clustering, Kohonen net-
works, and matrix factorization) clearly outperform mean imputation. Of the three unsuper-
vised learning models, matrix factorization performs best, in terms of imputation accuracy
but also in terms of robustness.
Matrix factorization is also the core of Paper 2. The algorithm became very popular for
recommender systems due to the Netflix Prize (Koren et al., 2009). Most firms known
to use recommender systems nowadays are Internet firms, including Amazon, Netflix, and
LinkedIn. But traditional firms could also enhance their competitiveness by using recom-
1See, for example, https://www.wuestpartner.com/immobilienbewertung/hedonische-bewertung.
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mender systems—by cutting costs related to sales personnel or by increasing their customers’
perception of brand value by making them feel understood/known.
Paper 2 therefore presents how the concept of recommender systems can be applied to
brick-and-mortar travel agencies. Travel agencies have collected a lot of data about their
customers over recent years but the majority still do not know how to make use of it. We
therefore provide a manual on how to set up recommender systems as a supportive tool,
based on customers’ travel histories and user as well as item metadata. The respective
performance of the recommender system approaches presented—neighborhood models and
matrix factorization—is then compared, first, to that of the popularity model and, second,
to a recommender suggesting customers’ most recently booked trip.
The often deployed popularity-based approach clearly performs worse than the recommender
systems presented. Beating the second baseline, however, proves very difficult. This can,
though, be due to the fact that this approach has often been used in the past and therefore
that its legacy is reflected in the data. Either way, this approach does not provide significant
added value because it will never recommend new regions that might also be of interest to
customers but that they are yet to travel to.
This paper presents the case of a specific firm/industry. But when one observes how tech
and retail are merging—Amazon and Whole Foods Market being an illustrative example—it
is undeniable that firms need to start adopting AI-powered technologies in order to gain a
competitive edge.
Using ML techniques also has its pitfalls though. When undesired bias is present in the
training data, the resulting model will reflect that bias. This is especially concerning since
ML systems are often not deployed in isolation but rather as part of a larger system (for
example, facial recognition systems that are part of criminal detection pipelines), therefore
making it even more difficult to recognize undesired existent bias. Knowing how such bias
can enter ML models and how to get rid of it is, therefore, crucial when working with ML
systems.
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In Paper 3 we give an overview of how undesired bias enters models trained with ML tech-
niques and of what concepts of fairness exist, how to measure the degree of unfairness, and
how to defeat it. As a concrete example we look at automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and its bias toward speakers’ accents. ASR systems are often criticized in the literature
for decoding the speech of certain groups of people more accurately than that of others.
We analyze how unequal amounts of speech data per group available for training influences
(un)fairness. This issue is especially concerning, as imbalances are difficult to correct due to
uncountable numbers of groups and the immense costs of collecting speech data.
Our analyses show that speech recognition models perform well in decoding speech that ex-
hibits accents that are close to those the models were trained with, but less well for accents
that are less represented in the training corpus. Since the outcome (decoding accuracy) there-
fore disproportionally impacts people with certain sensitive attribute values, ASR models
trained on an imbalanced speech corpus are said to suffer from disparate impact.
In addition, we analyze how much information about speakers’ (potentially sensitive) at-
tributes is contained in the features that are extracted from speech (more concretely, from
audio waveforms) and used to train ASR models. We show that models that are trained on
these so-called mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) suffer—due to the very nature
of how MFCCs are set up—from “disparate treatment”: the distance between MFCCs ex-
tracted from the speech of speakers that share the same accent is clearly smaller than that
for speakers that have different accents to one another. Disparate treatment implies that a
person’s accent—but given how MFCCs are set up also other attributes we consider to be
sensitive such as a person’s gender, for example, are used—if indirectly—when training ASR
models.
One approach to making ASR models fairer is to include a wrapper in the model that makes
the MFCCs of speakers whose accent is underrepresented in the training corpus (in our
case, Indian English) resemble that of speakers whose accent was predominant in the speech
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used to train the ASR model (here, American English). We therefore adapt the technique
of generative adversarial networks (GANs), whose purpose is to generate output that is
indistinguishable from its non-generated, real equivalent. GANs were originally designed
to generate real-looking images from vectors of random numbers. In our case, we train
the generator to transform Indian English speakers’ MFCCs into American English ones.
The goal of the “discriminator” is to then identify if MFCCs originate from Indian English
speakers—and have been modified by the generator in order to resemble the MFCCs of
American English speakers’ speech—or if they originate from American English speakers. In
addition, we need to ensure that the content of speech remains the same after the generator
has modified it. We therefore need the network to be cycle-consistent, meaning that if we
transform something from one accent into the other, and then transform that output back
to the original accent again, we should get something that is close to the original input. This
can be achieved using CycleGAN.
Once the network is trained, its generators can be used to translate the desired MFCCs.
Feeding modified MFCCs of Indian English speakers back into the system for decoding
should result in lower word error rates for speech in that accent. So far, this has, however,
not been achieved. From what we have experienced and have read about training GANs,
we learned that finding an equilibrium between the two competing neural networks is a very
difficult task given that their cost functions are non-convex and the parameter space is ex-
tremely high-dimensional. But also that we are confident that with further model tuning we
will achieve convergence, leading to the desired results.
Overall, this dissertation provides both methodological and practical contributions to the
use of ML in economics and business. In 2018, Teich published an article in Forbes Media,
stating that, “The technologies and techniques of AI and ML are still so new that the
main adopters of the techniques are the large software companies able to hire and to invest
in the necessary expertise” (Teich, 2018). This dissertation proves that brick-and-mortar
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companies too would benefit from applying ML techniques, and provides a comprehensive
guide to how. Besides improving on classical approaches to analyzing data and therefore
getting more information out of that data, ML methods can also be used to extend data
bases for such analyses by predicting the missing values of samples that would otherwise
just be disregarded. Despite these and many other benefits, however, ML is also associated
with certain risks. In this dissertation we discuss the issue of algorithmic bias and show how
to approach this problem. Thus, even though we look specifically at the example of speech
recognition, the findings can be extended and applied to many other problems.
6
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Housing Market Analyses—Learnings from Search Subscriptions1.1
Vanessa Kummer, University of Zurich
Andy Egger, Realmatch360
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Karl Schmedders, University of Zurich and IMD
Abstract
The dramatic increase in the amount of vacant accommodation in some regions
of Switzerland and the simultaneous housing shortage in others are the result of not
knowing where people want to live and, therefore, of having built accommodation in
the wrong locations. In order to better understand what people are searching for,
this paper proposes analyzing accommodation seekers’ search subscriptions to relevant
online platforms. Using search subscriptions allows us to get a better understanding
of people’s preferences for housing and even to identify unmet demand. Search sub-
scription data, though, usually exhibits many missing entries. Thus, the present paper
proposes powerful approaches based on unsupervised learning to impute the data and,
therefore, maximize its benefits for housing market analyses.
1.1We thank Realmatch360 for providing us with data, and Dieter Marmet from Realmatch360 for his
thoughtful support. We are also grateful to Rob Earle, Felix Kübler, Harry Paarsch, Michael Wolf, and
seminar participants at the University of Zurich for their feedback on our work.
Vanessa Kummer would like to express her gratitude to the Fonds zur Förderung des akademischen Nach-




It is 2017, and Swiss newspaper articles on high accommodation vacancy rates and conse-
quent frustration among housing stock owners have been piling up. The persistence of low
interest rates has led to a construction boom. The result: in some parts of Switzerland more
than 10 percent of the apartments available for rent are currently vacant. Many of these
apartments have been built in regions in which a strong increase in demand was expected;
but so far, this increase has not materialized. Moreover, many places are vacant because
their rents exceed potential tenants’ maximum willingness to pay. This is especially true of
apartments situated outside of city centers. Both problems result from not knowing what
properties people are really interested in.
A prominent example is the region of Olten. Situated at the intersection of the main rail and
road links between the major agglomerations of Zurich, Basel, and Bern, the region seems to
have substantial potential. And a large amount of accommodation has therefore been built
there (see Figure 1.1). But despite expectations of an increase in the residential population,
much accommodation in the region remains vacant (Vontobel, 2017; Staehelin and Heiniger,
2017). Due to the increasing supply and the lack of demand for accommodation in regions
such as Olten, rents are likely to come under considerable pressure. In the worst case, this
could even lead to a housing crisis.
Staub and Rütter (2014) show in their study that housing market output constitutes around
18 percent of overall economic output in Switzerland. But it is not in Switzerland alone that
the housing market is of fundamental importance; the United States’ housing crisis, resulting
from a huge boom and subsequent collapse in housing prices, affected the global economy.
Hence, knowing where people actually want to live—and where not—is of great interest.
Imagine, for example, an investor or a project developer: construction in regions where
there turns out to be a lower demand than expected leads to lower revenues, loss of money,
or—in the worst case—to bankruptcy. And it is also important for policy makers to have
information on where people actually want to live. In the region of Olten, for example,
9
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The plot shows how—as a result of persistently low interest rates in Switzerland—construction invest-
ments in the region of Olten have increased over recent years. Demand for housing in the region
has, however, been overestimated, which—due to the increasing supply of housing—has led to an in-
creasing number of vacant accommodation properties. Data source: Swiss Federal Statistical Office
(https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/statistics.html).
further construction zones should, perhaps, not be approved, since an increase in supply will
lead to even lower prices for the properties there.
If further construction in inappropriate regions is to be avoided, knowing about demand for
real estate and its development is indispensable. The research carried out in the framework
of the present paper can help to improve knowledge in this regard.
Usually, demand for real estate is estimated by looking at transaction data. The problem with
transaction data, though, is that it captures supply rather than demand. Hence, demand
with no corresponding supply cannot be recognized by looking at transaction data. In
addition, transaction data provides only a retrospective picture. Instead, this paper proposes
that accommodation seekers’ subscriptions to relevant online platforms be examined. Data
on search subscriptions reveals current information regarding what people actually want in
terms of real estate.
Search subscriptions are usually set up when the type of property desired is currently un-
available or when it is known that, because of tremendous demand, the search might take
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a while and one does not want to miss any new object that is published on the platform
in question (Wüest & Partner, 2015). Both these motivations imply a demand for housing
(discussed in Section 1.6) that cannot be covered by the actual supply. Hence, the majority
of search subscriptions indicate unmet demand.
The problem with search subscription data is that it suffers from a lot of missing information—
for example, some users do not specify how many rooms they would like or what price they
would be willing to pay. Often, observations with missing values are deleted. The proportion
of complete data is, however, usually rather small, which leads to most available informa-
tion being neglected. In addition, we do not know if observations that are complete reflect
the whole population. Therefore, it is essential to impute the data sets at hand. And it is
important to impute them as accurately as possible. Only then can housing market analyses
based on search subscription data provide an accurate picture of people’s preferences and of
the market situation.
The approach proposed in this paper is to search for patterns in the observations that exhibit
no missing values, and to apply those patterns to the observations that need to be imputed.
To search for these patterns we make use of unsupervised learning. Unsupervised learning
involves finding clusters of observations that are similar in terms of their covariates.1.2 There
exist a variety of techniques for unsupervised learning. After some analyses, we decided to
apply one very common and rather easy algorithm and two more sophisticated ones—namely,
k-means clustering, a neural network, and factorization (the last of which became very pop-
ular for recommender systems due to the Netflix Prize (Koren et al., 2009)). The data is
imputed in an iterative manner to minimize possible distortions resulting from training the
models on complete observations first. In addition, by imputing the missing values multiple
times using different models, we incorporate the uncertainty from imputation into the im-
puted data set.
1.2The term “unsupervised” refers to the fact that there are no “labels” on any of the observations in the
input data set; only after examining the items in each group might an observer be able to determine tags
for the groups that the algorithm found.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: first, the problem of missing data is discussed,
followed by an outline of how we handle it and what measures are used to assess imputation
performance. Second, the aforementioned unsupervised learning models are introduced.
Before turning to the detailed implementation of the imputation procedure, the data set
we use for our analyses is described, and its missing data patterns analyzed. The results
are presented in Section 1.5 and discussed in Section 1.6. The paper closes with a brief
conclusion.
1.2 Missing Data
The scientific debate about missing data in statistical analyses emerged in the context of
surveys. Surveying individuals usually results in sample data sets that suffer from non-
response. Most analytical tools cannot handle missing values, which is why they are often
deleted by default. But omitting observations with missing data leads to less efficient analyses
due to a decrease in sample size. In addition, it might lead to biased results if the respondents
and non-respondents systematically differ from each other (Rubin, 1987). Hence, missing
values should be imputed to mitigate both these issues.
In order for imputation to not “disimprove” the results of subsequent analyses, the mech-
anisms that cause the data to be missing in the first place have to be ignorable (Schafer,
1997). A necessary condition for “ignorability” is that the missing data is either missing at
random or missing completely at random (Little and Rubin, 2014).
1.2.1 Missing Data Mechanism
Missing data is said to be missing completely at random, MCAR, if the fact that it is missing
depends neither on its own value nor on the non-missing values of the respective observation.
If the data is MCAR, respondents and non-respondents do not systematically differ from each
other. Deleting observations with missing values does not lead to biased estimates in this
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case, but the imputation of these missing values might improve later analyses since that
increases the sample size (Little and Rubin, 2014).
If the “missingness” of a value depends solely on the complete variables of the same observa-
tion, the value is missing at random, or MAR. If the fact that an item is missing depends on
the value it would take if it were not missing, the item is said to be not missing at random, or
NMAR. In such a case, the missing data mechanism is not ignorable and has to be explicitly
included in the imputation procedure (Little and Rubin, 2014).
To make sure missing data can be imputed without considering the missing data mechanism,
one would like to test whether the data is MAR or MCAR, as opposed to NMAR. There is,
however, no formal way of testing whether data is missing at random or not. Nonetheless,
a test—introduced by Little (1988)—is available to assess whether missing data is MCAR
as opposed to MAR or NMAR. The author proposes a single global test statistic that uses
all of the available data with a null hypothesis stating that the data is MCAR. If the null
hypothesis holds, one can ignore the missing data mechanism. If the null hypothesis has
to be rejected, one has to rely on theoretical reasoning to motivate the MAR assumption
(Little, 1988).
1.2.2 Multiple Imputation
Rubin (2004) notes that, in general, imputation of a single value for a missing one does not
necessarily lead to that value being correct. The problem is that single imputation does
not take into account the uncertainty inherent in imputation. After being imputed, data
is treated as if it were the true value. The author therefore suggests an approach called
multiple imputation: each missing value is imputed m times, resulting in m complete data
sets. By imputing multiple times, one can account for the aforementioned uncertainty and
for the range of values that the true value could have taken (Rubin, 2004).
After imputing a data set m times, the resulting measures of interest are combined according
to what are known as Rubin’s rules. Usually, the mean over all m estimates is taken as a
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single value for the measure of interest (Rubin, 1987).
According to Rubin (1978), multiple imputation provides valid results as long as the mech-
anism that causes the data to be missing is ignorable. A low number for m, usually five,
is then considered sufficient to get some idea about the variability in the data set caused
by missing values (Rubin, 2004). Taking into consideration this potential variability caused
both by missing data and by the respective imputation method is a major advantage of
multiple imputation over single imputation (Rubin, 1987).
1.2.3 Notation
In the following, we will refer to subsets of our data D by using the notation Dm,st , where
• Dm denotes the set of records that have m = 0, 1, 2, . . . missing values,
• Dmt refers to the set Dm having been imputed (t = imp in the case of m = 1, 2, . . . ),
or modified (t = mod in the case of m = 0) by the dropping of values,
• Dm,s denotes possible subsets s = 1, 2, . . . of Dm.
1.2.4 Iterative Imputation and Imputation Performance
The process of performance testing in the training step is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The idea
is to compare the models by looking at records that have no missing values. This allows us
to measure the imputation accuracy of the algorithms used.
In a first step, we isolate 10 percent (randomly) of the observations in D for final performance
testing. These observations are not used for model training (and thus constitute the “hold-
out” data (set)). From this test data, we randomly remove 5 percent of the data and store
it for later comparison to the imputed values.
From the 90 percent of data not used for final testing, we pick D0, the records that have no
missing values. Then, we randomly split D0 into two subsets—a training set, D0,1, and a
test set, D0,2. In D0,2, we delete values such that the sparsity pattern equals that of D (see
Figure 1.3). The modified data set is now called D0,2mod.
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The figure illustrates how we tune the imputation models. We only consider data with no missing values,
D0, for tuning. The data set is randomly split into two subsets. From one of the subsets we randomly remove
values and store them for later comparison. With the other subset we train the model. The subset with
the removed values is then imputed using the trained model, and the imputed values are compared to the
previously removed and stored ones. This process is repeated several times for each model parametrization
to reduce the risk of having distorted subsets.
Next, we train our models using D0,1, and impute all records of D0,2mod that have one missing
value. The three methods used will be explained in Section 1.3.
Since, ultimately, we impute the missing values using models trained on the complete records,
D0, and since we do not know if D0 is a representative sample of the whole population, we
impute the data set iteratively. This means that we train the models not only using D0,
but also on the available imputed data (see Figure 1.4). The motivation to do so is the
following: by training the models iteratively on the imputed data and, thereby, including as
much information as possible in the models, possible distortion impacts are minimized.
Our analyses using the complete records—D0—only, show that the performance of iterative
imputation is not significantly different from that of non-iterative imputation. However, in
these pre-analyses, the first training set is of course a representative subset of D0 since it is
a random subset of it. But we do not know if D0 is a random subset of D. One can think
of an example where all complete observations stem from people from a wealthy region. If
the model would be trained on these observations alone, people from other regions’ imputed
willingness to pay would tend to be too high.
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The plot shows that the majority (41 percent) of observations in our data set have two missing values, D2.
Another 23 percent of the observations have no missing values, D0. These observations are used for tuning
the models and, later, build the base for the model that aims to impute D. An additional 19 percent of the
observations in our data set have one missing value, D1, whereas only 17 percent have three missing values.
Figure 1.4: Iterative imputation process
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The illustration shows how the iterative imputation process works: The first training is based on complete
data, D0 only. With the trained model, we impute D1, resulting in the imputed D1imp. The next training
is based on D0 and D1imp, resulting in a model which we use to impute D
2. This process is repeated until
all observations are imputed. The motivation for this iterative imputation process is to get rid of possible
distortions from D0.
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Hence, the next step is to train the model on the initial training set and the records that have
been imputed, and impute records that have two missing values per row. This procedure is
repeated until all missing values are imputed.








where µ is the mean of the respective variable, and λ equals the number of values that have
been imputed in that column.
The imputation procedure is repeated 10 times for each of the imputation approaches and
for all reasonable parameter constellations. In every iteration, the data is split randomly
into a training set and a test set. The resulting normalized mean squared errors are then
averaged over the training–testing random splits. This approach of testing is referred to as
repeated random subsampling (Dubitzky et al., 2007). The advantage of this method is that,
unlike for example in k-fold cross-validation, the test sets overlap. According to Molinaro
et al. (2005), this can substantially reduce the variance of the split-sample error estimation.
The authors also report that 10 random training–testing splits are sufficient to realize most
of the achievable reduction in variance. The disadvantage of this method is that it may be
the case that an observation never or always appears in the training set or test set. But with
a large enough number of repetitions, such extreme cases would be unusual (Molinaro et al.,
2005).
The procedure above is applied to find the optimal parameters for each model and, following,
to train the models. The final performance is then tested on the 10 percent hold-out data
set. We therefore impute the missing values of the hold-out set using the previously trained
models, and compare the imputed values to the ones previously removed. To measure the
performance, we again apply the NMSE from Equation (1.1).
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1.2.5 Mean Imputation as Benchmark
A widespread imputation technique involves replacing missing values with the respective
column mean. Mean imputation has the benefit of not changing the sample mean. Obvi-
ously however, its drawback is that it ignores any correlations between the variables that are
imputed and the measured variables. Mean imputation may therefore be an attractive tech-
nique for univariate analyses, but it becomes problematic for multivariate ones. Nevertheless,
we use mean imputation as our benchmark since it is a widespread imputation technique
and can serve as a lower bound for the imputation performance. In the following section,
we present the imputation techniques—which are based on unsupervised learning—that we
use in our analyses.
1.3 Methods
In order to find patterns in the data and to be able to describe associations, we apply
unsupervised learning. One of the most common unsupervised learning methods is k-means,
a clustering algorithm proposed by Lloyd (1982).1.3 K-means clustering aims to partition n
observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster that is nearest
to that observation (Lloyd, 1982).1.4 Clustering D0 using k-means hence results in k clusters,
each having a so-called cluster centroid, which is the mean of the data in that cluster. In
order to impute the records that have missing values, we substitute the missing values by
the nearest (in terms of Manhattan distance) cluster’s centroid values. As explained earlier,
the clustering, and following the imputation, is carried out iteratively.
The only parameter that needs to be tuned in k-means clustering is the number of clusters,
k. To optimally balance out bias and variance, we choose k such that the NMSE is minimized.
1.3The algorithm had already been introduced by Stuart Lloyd in 1957, but was not published outside of
Bell Labs until 1982.
1.4The pseudocode of k-means and the following algorithms can be found in the appendix to the present
paper.
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We also analyze the performance of Kohonen networks as an example of the class of artificial
neural networks (ANNs) that are often used. The algorithm introduced by Kohonen (1982)
aims to produce a low-dimensional representation of the input data. Like most ANNs, Ko-
honen networks operate in two modes: training and mapping. Training builds the map using
the input data, while mapping classifies new input vectors. The map space, consisting of
neurons, is defined beforehand. In our case, the nodes can be arranged in either a hexago-
nal or a rectangular grid. Each neuron is associated with a weight vector, which indicates
the position in the input space. In the training step, weight vectors are moved toward the
input data (reducing a distance metric1.5) without spoiling the topology induced from the
map space. Thus, the Kohonen network produces a low-dimensional representation of the
input data (Kohonen, 1982). Once the network is trained using D0, the missing values can
be predicted by ascertaining which neuron’s weight vector of the trained network is closest
(smallest distance metric) to the input vector of interest.1.6
The exogenous parameters in Kohonen networks are the number of neurons in the grid, m,
as well as the topology of the grid. Again, the optimal parameter combination is the one
that minimizes the NMSE.
Another unsupervised learning approach is matrix factorization (MF). MF has a long history,
but only became better known after Lee and Seung (1999, 2001) published some simple and
useful algorithms for factorization. Later, thanks to the Netflix Prize, MF became very
popular for deriving recommender systems (Koren et al., 2009). MF involves factoring the
multivariate data matrix X ∈ IRn×p into two smaller matrices, W ∈ IRn×k and H ∈ IRk×p
(as in Equation (1.2)), in such a way that the product of W and H minimizes the squared
error to the non-blank entries of X. Once W and H are trained, their product can be used
to predict the missing values in X (Lee and Seung, 1999, 2001).1.7 The only parameter that
1.5The default distance metric in the used R package used—“kohonen” by Wehrens and Buydens (2007)—is
“sum of squares”.
1.6More details on Kohonen networks are available in Appendix B of the present paper.
1.7More details on MF can be found in Appendix C of the present paper.
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1.4 Search Subscription Data
Considering real estate portal data for housing market analyses is a relatively new approach
and is based on changing search behavior with regard to the search for living space. In the
2016 edition of their yearly survey, Neue Zürcher Zeitung/Wüest & Partner (2016) asked 497
people from all over Switzerland—people looking to change accommodation, aged between 15
and 79, and who have Internet access at least once a week—about the importance of sources
of information when searching for new accommodation to buy or rent. By far the majority—
93 percent of the respondents—stated that they browse online advertisements. A total of
29 percent set up search subscriptions to Internet portals (Neue Zürcher Zeitung/Wüest &
Partner, 2016).
At first glance, this 93 percent figure appears attractive, but research carried out by the Swiss
start-up Realmatch360 has shown that there are several problems with search queries. First
of all, since the barrier of searching and making modifications to a search is relatively low,
people tend to enter multiple searches, which in turn do not reflect their actual preferences.
They use search queries to get an overview of the market rather than explicitly to search
for their new homes. The second problem is that personal budgets are often not taken into
account when individuals use search queries to merely obtain an overview of housing supply.
Often, also, curiosity is the only driver for a search (Martel, 2018).
But what about the 29 percent who set up search subscriptions? Horber (2015) analyzes
1.8We analyzed a variety of methods. The three methods explained here turned out best in terms of
imputation accuracy as well as in terms of computation time. Results are available from the authors on
request.
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search subscriptions to real estate portals. In a survey, he asked 1,454 people who had set up
search subscriptions about their maximum willingness to pay for real estate objects, as well as
about their purchase intentions. He found that only about 10 percent of the subscribers had
no real purchase intentions. Also, his analyses show that the actual maximum willingness
to pay is only 6.7 percent (median) lower than the maximum price stated in the search
subscriptions, and that the majority of subscribers would be willing to pay the price stated
for the perfect object (Horber, 2015). People, therefore, take into account their budget
when setting up search subscriptions. Hence, search subscriptions provide very accurate
information about individuals’ demand. Furthermore, since search subscriptions can be
created even though no corresponding offer might exist, they are not affected by supply.
1.4.1 Data Characteristics
Realmatch360 provided us with already cleaned search subscription data from the four major
Swiss online platforms for housing. The four platforms cover practically all search subscrip-
tions in Switzerland. This fact was established by Realmatch360’s analyses, which included
search subscriptions from other real estate portals.
The data sets consist of unique search subscriptions from all over Switzerland that were
active on any of the four portals on the retrieval dates in question. They include information
about location, desired number of rooms, and desired price (see Table 1.1).
The problem with these data sets is that many values are missing. Table 1.1 lists all variables,
together with the values they can take and the percentage of missingness of a representative
data set (active search subscriptions at 05.11.2016; number of observations: 470,038). In the
reference data set, only 17 percent of the records have no missing values. The most frequent
pattern is roomMin and priceMax being observed, and roomMax and priceMin being missing
(27%). In 63 percent of the records both roomMin and priceMax are observed together.
As we can see from Table 1.1, the two variables with the greatest lack of completeness are
sizeMin and sizeMax. In our analyses (which will be explained later in this paper), we found
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Table 1.1: Data set characteristics
Variable Values Percentage missing
email hashed email address 0
objectType {apartment, house} 0
searchType {purchase, rent} 0
roomMin {1, . . . , 8} 23
roomMax {1, . . . , 8} 61
priceMin [390, 4,500,000] 69
priceMax [400, 4,979,000] 21
sizeMin [20, 515] 74
sizeMax [25, 565] 93
specificSearch {0, 1} 0
city all 2,420 Swiss cities 0
cityKey city keys 0
The table lists all the variables of our data set, as well as the values each variable can take and the percentage
of missingness of a representative data set (active search subscriptions at 05.11.2016; number of observations:
470,038). Search subscriptions can be set up either for apartments or for houses. In addition, housing seekers
can express their desire either to purchase or to rent. The only variables exhibiting missing values are the
ones related to the number of rooms, the size of the accommodation, as well as the price. The two variables
with the greatest lack of completeness are sizeMin and sizeMax. Further variables include the region in
which housing is searched for, whether the search is explicit (by entering one zip code only), as well as the
email address of the seeker. Data source (for this and all subsequent figures and tables): Realmatch360 data.
that dropping these two variables increases the performance of imputation significantly. In
addition, these two variables are highly correlated with the room variables (on average 80
percent), and therefore dropping sizeMin and sizeMax does not lead to a great loss of in-
formation. Also, in later analyses we found that whenever either roomMin and roomMax or
priceMin and priceMax, respectively, are missing from an observation, performance is very
poor, which is why we drop records with this pattern whenever it occurs. Furthermore,
because the numbering of cities does not reflect the property’s location, we replaced city,
or rather cityKey, by cities’ longitudes and latitudes.
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Last, the ranges that the variables can take differ quiet a lot from one another (see Table
1.1). Therefore, data is scaled according to the following two steps:
1. All values are centered by subtracting the column means of the values’ corresponding
columns.
2. After being centered, all values are divided by the standard deviation of the values’
corresponding columns.
Scaling is especially important because some of the imputation methods cluster data based
on data points’ distance from one another. Variables with different scales would be assigned
different importance.
1.4.2 Missing Data Analysis
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, for imputation to be valid, the missing data has to be MAR
or MCAR. Conducting Little’s test, the hypothesis that the data is missing completely at
random has to be rejected (p = 0). Hence, logical reasoning has to be applied to motivate
MAR.
Based on the knowledge that we have gained about real estate platform data in the course of
this project, we assume that the completeness of a given record is a measure of the specificity
of a user’s preferences alone—independent of that user’s actual preferences. For instance, the
propensity of roomMax to be missing has nothing to do with its actual value. The magnitude
of values’ missingness might instead reflect a person’s market knowledge or the degree of
specificity of the search. Also, people who create search subscriptions have no reason to
report their desires inaccurately, so we exclude strategic behavior. Taken together, the data
at hand is assumed to be MAR.
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1.5 Results
In our representative data set—after deleting sizeMin and sizeMax—17 percent (that is,
81,117) of the records are complete. Because there are very large price differences between
the search subscriptions of people intending to buy and people intending to rent an object,
and because there are more search subscriptions made by people who wish to rent, we decided
to only consider rental search records for the purposes of this paper. For the same reason,
we took apartments as our priority accommodation type. After removing 10 percent of
the observations for final performance testing, D0 is reduced to 68,506 observations for our
reference date.
As previously mentioned, in k-means clustering the only exogenous parameter is the number
of clusters, k. We analyze k in the range of 5 to 80 clusters and repeat each analysis 10
times—to account for fluctuating performance due to different starting points. According
to the resulting NMSEs (see Figure 1.5), performance is best at k = 75, which is why we
set k to 75 for later analyses. The model turns out not to be really robust though, as its
performance heavily depends on the initial random clusters chosen.
To find the optimal parameter combination for the Kohonen network, we perform a grid
search cross-validation with the number of nodes m in the range of 1 to 50, and topologies
being either rectangular or hexagonal. The resulting average NMSEs of 10 repetitions are
plotted in Figure 1.6.
The NMSE is lowest when using a rectangular grid with m = 35 nodes. Therefore, we choose
this parameter combination for later analyses with Kohonen networks.
To use matrix factorization, we have to identify the optimal decomposition rank k first. We
analyze imputation performances for the rank ranging from k = 1 to k = 7 (which is the
number of columns of our matrix D) and repeat this procedure 10 times. According to the
resulting NMSEs (see Figure 1.7), performance does not improve much after k = 4. In order
to avoid overfitting the matrices W and H to the training data, we decided to use k = 4
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The plot shows the average performance—measured in terms of the normalized mean squared error (NMSE)
stated in Equation (1.1)—of k-means for different numbers of clusters k. According to the plot, the error-
minimizing k is 75, which is why we set k = 75 for later analyses.
when applying matrix factorization in later analyses.
Now that the optimal parameters for each model are identified, we can train the models
with these parameters and finally compare the imputation performance of the models with
respect to the hold-out data set. Testing on a systematic hold-out data set gives us an
unbiased estimate of the error. To incorporate variations in the model training step, the
models are trained five times each, resulting in five NMSEs per model. Table 1.2 shows the
average NMSEs resulting from imputing the test data. As expected, the worst imputation
performance results from mean imputation, with an NMSE of 186.05. Comparing the three
unsupervised learning models shows that matrix factorization performs best in terms of
imputation accuracy, with an NMSE of 51.08, followed by k-means, with an NMSE of 73.34.
The Kohonen network model performs worst among the three unsupervised learning models,
with an NMSE of 83.46. Nevertheless, the accuracies of the imputations based on models
that were trained with unsupervised learning are substantially better than that of the model
based on mean imputation.
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The plot shows the average performance—measured in terms of the normalized mean squared error (NMSE)
stated in Equation (1.1)—of the Kohonen network for different numbers of neurons and map topologies.
According to the plot, the error-minimizing map is a rectangular one with m = 35 nodes. Therefore, we set
this parameter combination for later analyses.
Table 1.2 also shows the standard deviations of the NMSEs of the five iterations for each
model, indicating the robustness of the models. It turns out that matrix factorization is the
most robust model, with a standard deviation in the test-NMSE of 0. This means that a
certain matrix X is always factorized to the same lower-dimensional matrices W and H, and
since the product of W and H is used to predict the missing values of X, the imputation
errors also do not differ from each other. In contrast, k-means is the least robust model, with
a standard deviation of 8.71. As already indicated, the result of k-means heavily depends
on the initial clusters that are randomly chosen as a first step when training the model.
In Section 1.4.2, we have shown that the missing values in our data set are MAR and
hence that the mechanism that causes the values to be missing is ignorable. This allows
us to use multiple imputation. We can therefore impute the missing values using the three
unsupervised learning methods described, and repeat these imputations multiple times. As a
result, we obtain multiple imputed data sets. The next step is to create probability functions
from the data. Since we want to analyze the demand for apartments of different sizes, as
well as the willingness to pay for apartments of specific sizes, we create probability mass
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The plot shows the average performance—measured in terms of the normalized mean squared error (NMSE)
stated in Equation (1.1)—of matrix factorization for different decomposition ranks k. According to the plot,
the error-minimizing k is seven, which is the number of columns of our data set D. The plot also shows
that performance does not improve much after k = 4. In order to avoid overfitting, we set k = 4 for later
analyses.
Table 1.2: Comparison of test errors
Algorithm Average NMSE Standard deviation NMSE
Mean imputation 186.05 0
K-means 73.34 8.71
Kohonen network 83.46 6.91
Matrix factorization 51.08 0
The table shows the average test errors (imputation accuracy measured in terms of the normalized mean
squared error (NMSE) stated in Equation (1.1)), as well as the robustness (standard deviation of the NMSEs)
of mean imputation, k-means, Kohonen network, and matrix factorization. The worst imputation perfor-
mance results from mean imputation. The model is clearly beaten by each of the three unsupervised learning
models. Among them, the best-performing model is matrix factorization, which is at the same time the most
robust one. The second-best-performing model is k-means, which is, though, the least-robust model.
functions (PMFs) and probability density functions (PDFs) for subsamples of the data.
We restrict our further analysis to searches in the city of Zurich because the majority of
the observations are searches in that city. Figure 1.8 shows the demand, determined from
search subscriptions in Zurich, for apartments of different sizes. Since a person can search
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in multiple areas of Zurich and since each such search is listed separately, the numbers are
aggregated first (per person).
















The plot shows that all the individual algorithms perform to a very similar degree. In addition, conclu-
sions can be drawn with regard to the demand derived from search subscriptions: the demand for 3-room
apartments seems to be largest, closely followed by that for 2-room apartments.
In this example, the set {D0, D1, D2} was imputed (iteratively) seven times (three times
with models that are based on k-means and Kohonen networks, and once using matrix
factorization1.9), resulting in seven completed data sets. The first conclusion that can be
drawn from Figure 1.8 is that the results vary little by algorithm, showing that all the
algorithms perform to a very similar degree. Second, conclusions can be drawn with regard
to the demand derived from search subscriptions. For example, the demand derived from
search subscriptions stipulating 3-room apartments seems to be slightly larger than that
for 2-room apartments. Also, the demand for 2-room apartments seems to be larger than
that for 4-room apartments. This could, however, be the result of 2-room apartments being
scarcer than 4-room apartments. One could, now, go on to compare the derived demand
with transaction data to see if that demand is met by supply. One could also analyze the
1.9We have seen that imputation with matrix factorization is robust, which means that multiply imputing
the data set with matrix factorization results in equally imputed data sets. Therefore, when imputing the
data set using matrix factorization, we do this only once.
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willingness to pay for apartments of certain sizes. We did this for small apartments. Figure
1.9 shows seven PDFs of priceMax for apartments with roomMax ≤ 2 in Zurich.


















The plot shows the PDFs for small apartments in Zurich. Each line represents the PDF of one of the imputed
data sets. One can see how similar the PDFs are to one another, meaning that the different imputations are
very similar to one another.
In order to average over the results, there is one final step to multiple imputation: pool-
ing. For around 2,500 prices, x, the corresponding function values, f(x), are calculated.
Subsequently, the usual summary statistics are computed for each x. The pooled version of
Figure 1.9 can be seen in Figure 1.10. The solid line represents the median of the PDFs.
The maximum willingness to pay for small apartments in Zurich peaks at 1,195 Swiss francs.
The dotted and the dot-dashed lines represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
Unlike single imputation, the uncertainty of imputation is taken into account when using
multiple imputation. Hence, it is possible to say by how much the maximum willingness to
pay varies at any given point.
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The plot shows the results from pooling, the final step of the multiple imputation process. The pooled
PDFs represent the maximum willingness to pay for small apartments in Zurich. The solid line represents
the median approximated function value f(x) for around 2,500 prices, x. The dotted and dot-dashed lines
represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. One can see how close the percentiles are to the median,
showing how close the imputed data sets are to one another.
1.6 Discussion
As stated in the introduction to this paper, knowing people’s preferences regarding and
willingness to pay for housing is of tremendous importance. Analyses that are based on new
data sources, which reveal facts about the housing market that classical transaction data
cannot identify, are of great interest for many stakeholders. The example of Realmatch360
proves this point. The company analyzes data on search subscriptions to real estate platforms
and sells information generated by these analyses. Launched in 2013, Realmatch360 has
already acquired 140 customers, including investors, project developers, brokers, consultants,
banks, and many others.
One point that invites discussion is whether what search subscriptions indicate is indeed
(unmet) demand, or preferences only. As shown in Section 1.4, the maximum price stated in
search subscriptions is only 6.7 percent higher than the true willingness to pay (and the ma-
jority would be willing to pay the price stated for the perfect object). Hence, people include
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their budget when setting up search subscriptions, which is why we can rule out the concern
that search subscriptions only express preferences. Clearly, what can thus be observed is an
important indicator of future demand and hence of the development of the housing market.
Rather than using transaction data alone, the use of imputed search subscriptions makes it
feasible to identify what people are really searching for, and where there exists demand with
no corresponding supply.
Hence, if in one region there exist only very few search subscriptions, this does not mean
that there is no demand in that region. In our view, the demand for housing in that region
is simply covered by the supply. It is, however, more difficult to estimate demand in regions
with few search subscriptions, which is why it is of fundamental importance to use as many
search subscriptions as possible, by imputing them. In addition, thanks to the data-driven
method of imputation, possible changes in people’s preferences can be identified.
The methods proposed in this paper clearly beat our benchmark—mean imputation. We have
also shown that the imputation performances of the models that are based on unsupervised
learning are very similar to one another. One has, however, to handle the algorithms with
care. K-means, for example, is known to be rather unstable because it strongly depends on
the initial clusters that are randomly chosen. And even though each model we trained with
k-means is the result of 100 random starts, the model is still the least robust one (see Table
1.2). Therefore, it is so important to impute the data sets multiple times and average over
their values in the pooling step.
1.7 Conclusion
As is the case for many data sets exhibiting missing values, imputation is of particular
importance—in our case of looking at data on search subscriptions to housing platforms,
ignoring all observations where there are missing values would lead to a completely distorted
picture of unmet demand. We have seen that our three models that are trained using
unsupervised learning perform similarly well, even though the approaches are very different.
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In addition, they clearly beat our benchmark—mean imputation. The most accurate results
were achieved by averaging over the models that were trained with unsupervised learning
algorithms.
Compared to the use of transaction data alone, the use of imputed search subscriptions allows
one to identify what people are really searching for and where there is unmet demand. This
may serve to preclude additional accommodation being built in regions where there is no
unmet demand; to improve the pricing of accommodation thanks to enhanced knowledge of
the willingness to pay for specific objects in different regions; and even to identify regions
where there is unexpected demand.
Further analyses could include attempts to understand what drives demand. It would also
be interesting to see the results from the analyses described here if more features would be
available (such as if accommodation has a balcony, or which floor an apartment is on).
Even though this research was conducted on housing data from Switzerland, the method-
ological insights can be extended to other countries or even to other markets.
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Appendix A
Pseudocode of the k-means algorithm used
Algorithm 1 Iterative imputation using k-means based on Lloyd (1982)




for m = 1, . . . , p− 2 do
Training set(n1×p) = all observations with 0 missing values.
Target set(n2×p) = all observations with m missing value(s).
Among training set: randomly initialize k cluster centroids
µ1, µ2, . . . , µk ∈ Rp (p = number of features).
repeat
















for i = 1, . . . , n2 among target set do
Find j∗ = arg min
j∈[1,k]
dist(x(i), µj).






Pseudocode of the Kohonen network algorithm used
Algorithm 2 Iterative imputation using the Kohonen network by Kohonen (1982)




for m = 1, . . . , p− 2 do
Training set(n1×p) = all observations with 0 missing values.
Target set(n2×p) = all observations with m missing value(s).
Define the topology of the map.
Randomly initialize the map’s nodes’ weight vectors w.
repeat
Grab an input vector x(i).
Compute similarity between x(i) and each node v’s weight vector wv.
Find closest node, u.
Update the nodes’ weight vectors:
wv(s+ 1) = w(s) + θuv(s)α(s)(x
(i) − wv(s)),
where θuv(s) is a neighborhood function converging to 0 as dist(u, v)↑,
and α denotes the learning rate.
until maximum step size reached
for i = 1, . . . , n2 among target set do
Find v∗ = arg min
v
dist(x(i), wv).






Pseudocode of the matrix factorization (MF) algorithm used
Algorithm 3 Iterative imputation using MF based on Lee and Seung (1999, 2001)




for m = 1, . . . , p− 2 do
Data set V(n×p) = all observations with ≤ m missing value(s).
Randomly initialize W(n×k) and H(k×p).
{W ∗, H∗} = arg min
W,H
dist(V,WH),
where W ∗ and H∗ can for example be found using Lee and Seung (2001)’s
multiplicative update rule.
Update V: Ṽ = W ∗H∗ (no missing values any longer)
end for
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Recommender Systems for Brick-and-Mortar Travel Agencies2.1
Vanessa Kummer, University of Zurich
Abstract
Brick-and-mortar travel agencies have one big advantage over online travel agen-
cies: the personal relationships they maintain with their customers and the resulting
knowledge that agents have about those customers. However, ever-increasing com-
petition in the form of online offers that enable travelers to book tours themselves
is forcing classical travel agencies to reconsider their strategies. Travel agencies have
collected a lot of data about their customers over recent years and by now they have
all realized that making use of it would be a tremendous advantage; a large majority
of travel agencies, however, still do not know how to do so. With this in mind, this
paper provides a manual on how to set up recommender systems as a supportive tool
based on customers’ travel histories. Recommender systems can help travel agencies to
provide better services and ultimately increase their revenues. The paper provides de-
tailed information on two approaches to collaborative filtering—neighborhood models
and matrix factorization—and compares their performance with that of the popular-
ity model and of a recommender suggesting customers’ most recently booked trip. In
addition, the paper shows how including user and item metadata, as well as predicting
customers’ ratings by using implicit feedback data, leads to a sophisticated but still
easy to set up recommender system.
2.1I would like to thank D-rt Groep B.V. for providing me with data, and Jan Henne De Dijn from D-rt
Groep B.V. for his thoughtful support. I am also grateful to René Algesheimer, Rob Earle, Felix Kübler,
Harry Paarsch, Karl Schmedders, and seminar participants at the University of Zurich for their feedback on
my work.




Travel and tourism is one of the world’s largest economic sectors. In its annual analysis
of the global economic impact of travel and tourism, the World Travel & Tourism Council
states that the sector accounted for 10.4 percent of global GDP and 313 million jobs, or 9.9
percent of total employment, in 2017 (World Travel & Tourism Council, 2018). Ongoing
innovations will continue to drive growth and change across the sector. Between 2016 and
2018, travel start-ups cumulatively raised USD 30 billion in funding—almost the sum raised
over the previous decade (Weissenberg and Langford, 2018).
These innovations have led to a market share shift from classical, “offline” travel agencies
to online ones. According to Messe Berlin GmbH, which yearly publishes the ITB World
Travel Trends Report, online bookings reached about 65 percent of total bookings in 2015,
while travel agency bookings dropped to about one-fifth in Europe (Messe Berlin GmbH,
2015). Traditional travel agencies are struggling to keep their customers due to perceived
higher prices and a smaller availability of options compared to online travel agencies (OTAs).
One important benefit that traditional travel agencies have compared to OTAs, though, is
the personal relationships they maintain with their customers. These personal relationships
play a vital role in influencing buyer perceptions of expertise, trust, and relationship loyalty
(Newell et al., 2011). Committed relationships are a sustainable advantage for sellers as they
are difficult for competitors “to understand, to copy or to displace” (Day, 2000). Ultimately,
loyal customers lead to an increase in market share and revenues, and to a decrease in
costs related to acquiring and maintaining customers (Reichheld, 1993). These personal
relationships are hence of clear benefit for travel agencies and should be maintained. What
can classical travel agencies do then to avoid losing further market share to OTAs? The core
of OTAs is their know-how on how to make use of the data they have. While traditional
travel agencies also have a lot of data at hand, they often still lack knowledge of how to use
this data. The question therefore is obvious: How can offline agencies make use of their data
without losing their advantage of personal relationships?
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This paper suggests the introduction of recommender systems (RSs) as a supportive tool for
travel agents. RSs are well known, for example, in the movie industry (Koren et al., 2009)
or in online retailing (Linden et al., 2003). To the best of our knowledge, the present paper
is the first study that shows how RSs—systems that seek to predict, on the basis of data
on user–item interactions, the rating or preference a user would give to an item—can help
brick-and-mortar travel agencies to improve their businesses. Untypically for RSs though,
the RSs proposed in this paper are not intended to be used by the “users” of the RS—here
referred to as “customers”—but by (in this case) intermediary travel agents.
The models are trained on past travel data and can—once trained—be used to predict travel
preferences. The performance of our RSs is compared to that of popularity models and of
a recommender that simply suggests customers’ most recently booked trip. We have chosen
these two models as baselines, because—according to Jan Henne De Dijn, Managing Director
at D-rt Groep B.V.—travel agents often recommend to their customers either destinations
that have been booked previously or trending destinations. We will see that the first of these
approaches is a difficult one to beat but that it has some drawbacks. The latter approach
(recommending the most popular regions), on the other hand, can be beaten by RSs thanks
to their ability to personalize. Not only does the use of a well-designed RS increase the
number of items sold, it also increases user satisfaction (Ricci et al., 2011). Thus, a good
RS can improve customers’ experience with a travel agency.
To stress the importance of using such a system, consider the following situation: As of spring
2018, bookings with the two Dutch travel agencies D-reizen and VakantieXperts started to
stagnate. This is per se nothing too unusual as early bookers have already booked their trips
by this time, while the more spontaneous customers wait until the holiday season approaches.
The big problem that many travel agencies—including D-reizen and VakantieXperts—faced
in summer 2018, though, was that due to the nice weather in Europe people did not consider
booking vacations and so booking numbers dropped drastically. Sales agents from the two
travel agencies therefore started a campaign of contacting leads (customers who had already
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booked a trip at the same time of the previous year) and providing them with holiday
proposals. Proposals consisted of trips the customers had booked in the past or of best sellers
(interview with Jan Henne De Dijn, Managing Director at D-rt Groep B.V., 8 November
2018).
The individual travel agents certainly know their customers and their needs and interests,
and are therefore able to suggest holidays that fit these customers very well. But in the
case of such a campaign this knowledge does not come into play. Due to the campaign’s
large scale, call center agents were instructed to call customers even though they did not
know them personally. RSs could have served as a great supportive tool, and been used to
personalize holiday proposals. And, of course, there exist many more situations in which an
RS would be of great help: one could, for example, personalize email newsletters, or send
catalogs according to customers’ interests. There exist many such examples of where agents’
knowledge of their customers cannot be used due to largeness of scale; in these situations, an
RS is a tremendous advantage. In addition to reducing costs, adopting RSs where personal
interaction is missing leads to customers feeling understood due to the degree of personal-
ization. And feeling understood, in turn, leads to an increased customer satisfaction that,
ultimately, strengthens agencies’ relationship with customers (Buttle, 2004).
In 2000 already, Buhalis published a paper in which he stated that technologically advanced
tourism organizations will enhance their competitiveness in the future, while those who fail
to take advantage of technological developments will lose market share and eventually be
driven out of the market (Buhalis, 2000). But according to a recently published article
by Weissenberg and Langford (2018), technology alone will not give brands all of the tools
they need if they are to succeed. The authors state that too much focus on technology has
the potential to create cold and robotic experiences and environments, when travel is still
very much a people-to-people experience. Instead, travel brands should focus on leveraging
technology to produce elevated, authentic experiences without losing sight of the human
connection. The authors state that, ultimately, “for travel brands, people and culture will
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always be a competitive advantage” (Weissenberg and Langford, 2018). This is the big ad-
vantage that classical travel agencies have compared to OTAs. To further enhance customer
experience, travel agencies should work on gaining insights into their data. According to The
State of Data and Analytics in Travel Report 2017 (2017), only 65 percent of travel busi-
nesses currently have a dedicated data analysis team. In general, simpler types of analytics
are adopted: according to the survey that The State of Data and Analytics in Travel carried
out in 2017, the most common form of analytics is diagnostic (trying to explain why infor-
mation is as it is, including by finding correlations), followed by descriptive (summarizing
what has happened or is happening currently, usually in the form of simple metrics). The
State of Data and Analytics in Travel also shows that the majority of travel businesses are
not yet able to use their data to build prescriptive analytics: using modeling and forecasting
to discover and project results derived from past patterns in data (The State of Data and
Analytics in Travel, 2017). This problem is tackled in this paper by showing how RSs can
be set up and deployed by travel agencies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2.2 we take a look at what
RSs are and how they can be set up. Section 2.3 introduces the data used and the methods
applied in this paper. The results of the analyses performed are presented in Section 2.4,
and a discussion of the results follows, in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 concludes.
2.2 Recommender Systems
RSs have become increasingly popular. One of the most famous examples is certainly Ama-
zon’s RS, which recommends products to customers based on the purchasing decisions made
by similar customers. Another example is Netflix, which uses an RS based on ratings to
decide which movies and TV shows to present to its customers. But RSs are also utilized in
a variety of other areas, including news, search queries, financial services, and online dating.
In this section we provide a short summary of RSs.
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The basic idea of RSs is to utilize various sources of data to infer a person’s interests.
The entity to which the recommendation is provided is referred to as the user and the
product being recommended is referred to as an item. Hu et al. (2008) distinguish between
two different techniques (and combinations thereof) for setting up RSs: the content-based
approach and collaborative filtering (CF). Content-based methods create profiles for each
user and each item, aiming to characterize their nature. The resulting user and item profiles
are then matched in order to generate recommendations. Items that are recommended have
similar profiles to that of the user to whom they are recommended. This method requires
collecting information on items in order to characterize them, although such information
may not be available.
CF, on the other hand, only relies on past user–item interactions. From those interactions, it
aims to find relationships between users and items in order to identify users’ preferences for
new items. While generally being more accurate than content-based techniques, CF suffers
from the cold-start problem (Hu et al., 2008).
It should be noted that there also exist further types of RS, such as demographic, utility-
based, or knowledge-based RSs (Burke, 2002). CF is probably the most widely implemented
variety though. The most common approach to CF is based on neighborhood models. A
more holistic approach to CF is latent factor models, including matrix factorization, which
aim to uncover latent features that explain ratings. Recently, matrix factorization techniques
have gained popularity thanks to their superior scalability (Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2008).
The two approaches—neighborhood models and matrix factorization—will be explained in
greater detail in the following two sections.
2.2.1 Neighborhood Models
CF is based on previous interactions between users and items. Data on these interactions is
stored in so-called utility or rating matrices that indicate, for each user–item pair, a value
that represents the degree of preference of a specific user for a particular item. An example
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of a utility matrix is shown in Table 2.1. The problem is that some (or in practice many) of
these ratings are missing, implying that there is no information about some users’ preference
for that item. The goal is to predict these missing ratings. Neighborhood models are based
Table 2.1: Example of a rating matrix
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3
User 1 4 5 1
User 2 2 3
User 3 3 2
This is an example of how a utility matrix—the foundation for collaborative filtering—looks. Each row
represents a user, and each column an item. The numbers represent the users’ ratings for the items. In this
example, the ratings are numbers from one to five, but often we only have either 1s (indicating that the user,
for example, has bought the item or has watched the movie) or blanks—in the latter case the ratings are
then referred to as unary.
on the similarity between users and/or items. In the user–user approach, the rating of user
u for item i = 1, . . . ,m is predicted by averaging the ratings for item i of the k most similar










where I is the set of items rated by both user u and user v, ru,i is the rating of user u for
item i, and r̄u is the average rating of user u (and equivalently for user v).
Applying Equation (2.1) to Table 2.1 implies a similarity between user 1 and user 2 of
sim1,2 = −0.72, and a similarity between user 1 and user 3 of sim1,3 = 0.96.2.2 The reason
for user 1 and user 3 being more similar to each other than user 1 and user 2 is that user 1
and user 3’s ratings for the items that they have rated in common have the same ranking,
whereas for user 1 and user 2 the rankings are reversed.
2.2r̄1 =
4+5+1
















Dually, item similarity can be used to estimate the rating of user u for item i by finding
the k items most similar to i and taking the average rating that u has given to those k
items. Alternatively, we can also look at all m items and weight their ratings with their
similarity to item i. In theory, user–user and item–item CF should perform similarly well,
but in practice item–item CF often provides more reliable information because it is easier
to discover items that are similar than to detect that two users are similar: two users might
like the same item while each also likes another item that the other does not care for. In
that sense, items are “simpler”/more consistent than users. In addition, as the number of
users increases, user-based CF runs into problems with scalability whereas item-based CF
does not (Aggarwal, 2016; Leskovec et al., 2014; Sarwar et al., 2001).
2.2.2 Matrix Factorization
An entirely different approach to estimating the blank entries in the utility matrix is to con-
jecture that the utility matrix is actually the product of two lower-dimensionality matrices.
Matrix factorization is an example of such a dimensionality reduction algorithm. Its goal is
to approximate a matrix M ∈ IRn×m (in our context, M equals the utility matrix with the
missing ratings) by searching for two lower-dimensional matrices, U ∈ IRn×d and V ∈ IRd×m,
such that the product UV closely approximates the non-blank entries of M (see Equation
(2.2)). One approach to deriving U and V is to apply stochastic gradient descent. As the
objective function contains m × n terms though, a better approach to deriving U and V if
m× n is too large is to use alternating least squares (Hu et al., 2008). The blank entries of

















































2.3 Data and Method
To train our RSs, past travel data from the Dutch company D-rt Groep B.V. is used. D-
rt Groep B.V. consists of the travel agencies D-reizen and VakantieXperts, and is the retail
market leader in the Netherlands, with a total of 1,800 employees and 450 shops, and various
websites (D-rt Groep B.V. (D-reizen & VakantieXperts), 2018). Unfortunately, its travel data
does not contain any explicit ratings from its customers with regard to the trips they have
booked, only the fact that they have booked them. This is the struggle that many real-life
applications of this kind imply. One big challenge that comes with the fact of missing explicit
ratings is that there is no information on the negative preferences of customers (Baltrunas
and Amatriain, 2009).
We therefore start with the approach of using these so-called unary ratings. In a second
step, customers’ ratings are predicted by using implicit feedback data.
There is a huge literature on how to use implicit data for RSs. Hu et al. (2008) base their
RS on the measure of confidence with regard to whether a user would like or dislike an
item (“preference”), both confidence and preference being derived from the input data. In
contrast to Hu et al. (2008), who optimize their model to predict if an item is selected by
a user or not, Rendle et al. (2009) base the optimization of their model parameters on item
pairs and these item pairs’ ranks for each user. Yi et al. (2014) go one step beyond binary
implicit feedback to investigate the interactions between users and items. They use the
amount of time that a user spends on content items (“dwell time”) as a proxy to quantify
the likelihood with which a content item is relevant to a particular user. The approach we use
is similar to that of Hu et al. (2008): we approximate a customer’s rating for a category by
counting the number of trips that customers booked per category. More trips booked in one
category translates into a higher rating for that category. Since the ratings are normalized,
a customer’s rating is relative to the total number of bookings that that customer made.
In the context of travel agencies, the level of specificity of recommended items can range
from single hotels to countries, or even to continents. Since, ultimately, travel agents need
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to obtain information from the RS on where customers would probably want to travel to,
but at the same time the user–item matrix should not be too sparse, we consider regions the
customers traveled to as items/categories. Incorporating only customers who have booked
trips in more than two regions results in a rating matrix of dimensions of around n = 400, 000
and m = 1, 000. The average customer has traveled to 3.14 regions, resulting in a sparsity of
the user–item matrix of 99.70 percent. This means that the average customer has not even
traveled to 0.5 percent of regions.
Figure 2.1 shows the most-booked regions according to the data set. The plot shows that
some regions in the data set, such as the Turkish Riviera—referring to a whole area of
southwest Turkey—are rather broadly specified, whereas, for example, Disneyland Paris or
Ibiza are quiet specific. In addition, the plot shows that the most popular regions are warm
and sunny regions. This also explains why the nice weather in Europe in summer 2018 led
to such a drastic drop in booking numbers.
To measure how well the models perform, in a first step 10 percent of the customers are
randomly selected. From those customers’ item vectors, the most recently booked trip is
removed and stored for later comparison with the recommended region. These out-of-sample
trips are only used at the very end to compute the testing error.
In a second step, another 10 percent of the customers are randomly selected, and from each
of those customers’ item vectors one booked trip is removed and stored for later validation.
This second step of the validation set approach is repeated ten times, and in every iteration
multiple models are trained and the top k recommended regions for each user are filtered.
These k recommendations are then compared to the validation regions.
Obviously, the higher is k, the bigger are the chances that the recommendations include
the previously removed trip. If we would recommend all our items to customers, the list
of recommendations would certainly include items that our customers like. But this does
not mean we have a good model. A model that recommends to a customer ten items of
which the customer likes three is more helpful than a model that recommends 100 items of
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This plot shows the regions most often booked by D-rt Groep B.V.’s customers. Some, such as the Turkish
Riviera—referring to a whole area of southwest Turkey—are rather broadly specified, whereas, for example,
Disneyland Paris or Ibiza are quite specific. The most popular regions are apparently warm and sunny, which
would also explain why the nice weather in Europe in summer 2018 led to such a drastic drop in booking
numbers. Data source (for this and all subsequent figures and tables): D-rt Groep B.V.
which the customer only likes three. Therefore, we compute not only the probability that a
relevant item is recommended, which is referred to as recall at k,




but also the proportion of recommended items in the top k set that is relevant, called
precision at k,




Precision and recall are the most common metrics used for evaluating information retrieval
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systems. In 1966, Cleverdon and Keen proposed them as the key metrics, and they have
been used ever since. The higher the two measures are, the better the model’s performance.
Since there exists a trade-off between precision and recall, we can combine the two measures





Ultimately, the F-measure also helps us to identify the optimal list length k that balances
out precision and recall best.
2.4 Results
We introduce two baseline models that our RSs should optimally beat: one is a system that
simply recommends the most recently booked trip of the respective customer, and the other
is a so-called popularity-based RS. A popularity model ranks items by the number of times
they were purchased and recommends them, in the order of their rank, to users. Looking
at Figure 2.2, this approach seems to be a difficult one to beat because the customers from
our data set are very homogeneous. We see that by far the majority of D-rt Groep B.V.’s
customers travel to Spain, followed by Turkey, Greece, France, and Italy.
As Johan Ydring, Head of Brand and Performance Marketing at TUI Nordic, states in a
book by Sumpter, when it comes to marketing to specific target groups “Often the simplest
ideas are best” (Sumpter, 2018). We can therefore expect beating these two baselines to be
challenging.
In the following, the performance of RSs trained using neighborhood models and using matrix
factorization is compared to that of our baseline models. Then, it is shown how including
user and item metadata changes the performances of the RSs that are trained on that data.
In a last step, we will see how predicting ratings by implicit feedback data, and training RSs
on those predicted ratings rather than on unary ratings, affects the performance of the RSs.
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Figure 2.2: Number of booked trips per country
1 440000,
This heat map shows how homogeneous the customers of D-rt Groep B.V. are. By far the majority travel
to Spain, followed by Turkey, Greece, France, and Italy.
2.4.1 Basic Models
To start with, consider the campaign outlined in the introduction: sales agents call leads and
propose them vacation destinations. In such a case, they most probably only recommend
one or two trips to prevent overwhelming the customer. The average probability that the
suggested trip is of interest to the customer (measured in terms of recall at k = 1 and k = 2
from Equation (2.3)) when recommending best-selling trips is 6.50 percent for k = 1 and
10.61 percent for k = 2. Recommending the most recently booked trip results in a recall rate
of 16.16 percent (see Table 2.2). It is not surprising that the latter baseline model performs
more than twice as well as the former: the latter is personalized while the former is not.
However, the latter, most recently booked trip baseline model will never recommend regions
that are new to a customer and the model’s added value is therefore not very high for travel
agents.
Let us now check how the proposed RSs would perform in such a situation. The first RS is
trained using item–item CF. As proposed by Deshpande and Karypis (2004), we normalize
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each customer u’s item vector x to be of unit length: x′ = x
||x||
. The resulting normalized
ratings ru ∈ IRm (blanks being replaced by zeros and m being the number of regions) are
then used to compute the score vector.
The first step is to calculate the item–item (region–region) similarity based on each cus-
tomer’s normalized rating vector ru. Then, we predict the likelihood of booking a trip in a
certain region by calculating the similarity between the target region and regions that the
customer of interest has already booked a trip to. The weighing factor would be the rating
of the respective regions. This weighted sum is then scaled by dividing by the sum of the
similarity measures of the target region. The result is a vector of scores for all regions, which





















with W ∈ IRm×m being the item similarity matrix and w1, . . . ,wm the column sums of W
(Sarwar et al., 2001; Köhler, 2017).
After normalizing all rows of Table 2.1, our exemplary rating matrix, to unit length, the


















The resulting column-sums vector would then be (w1,w2,w3) = (2.20, 1.93, 2.19), leading to
a score vector for user 2 of S2 = (0.53, 0.33, 0.56). Recommendations for user 2 would then
be based on the values of S2.
2.3Note: the similarities in W are different from the ones derived in Section 2.2.1 because the normalization
technique differs.
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The second RS is trained using the previously explained matrix factorization algorithm. A
comparison of the model’s performance in the validation step for different ranks d is shown
in Figure 2.3. The plot shows that—for RSs based on unary ratings—a decomposition rank
of d = 10 is optimal.
Figure 2.3: F-measure values of unary ratings-based RSs trained using matrix factorization






















This plot shows the validation performance of unary ratings-based recommender systems trained using matrix
factorization. According to our analyses, a decomposition rank of d = 10 performs best (in terms of the
F-measure as stated in Equation (2.5)) for all list lengths analyzed.
The resulting out-of-sample recall rates of the two models at k = 1 and k = 2 are shown
in Table 2.2. Both RSs indeed outperform the popularity-based model at k = 1 as well
as at k = 2, even though we have not added any additional data.2.4 However, both RSs
are outperformed by the second baseline model—recommending customers’ most recently
booked trip. This might however be the reflection in the data of how travel agents have
recommended trips to their customers in the past. In addition, the big advantage of RSs is
that they are able to identify items that users are not yet aware of, but would probably like.
Recommending customers’ most recently booked trip, however, only recommends items that
the customer already knows, resulting—as previously mentioned—in little added value for
2.4Comparison of the models with respect to the F-measure is discussed in the next section.
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the travel agent.
Table 2.2: Out-of-sample recall rates of unary ratings-based RSs at k = 1 and k = 2
Model Recall at k = 1 Recall at k = 2
Popularity-based 0.065 0.106
Most recently booked 0.162
Item–item CF 0.133 0.187
Matrix factorization 0.123 0.164
This table shows that the popularity-based model is outperformed (in terms of recall at k as stated in
Equation (2.3)) by both basic recommender systems (RSs) for k = 1 as well as k = 2. However, the baseline
model recommending customers’ most recently booked trip outperforms the basic RSs. This might however
be the reflection in the data of how travel agents have recommended trips to their customers in the past.
2.4.2 User and Item Metadata
The methods explained in the previous section can be extended by including so-called user
and item metadata. Companies such as Amazon have information about their customers
on the individual level, which they can include to train their RSs. Unfortunately, our data
set only contains little such information. Hence, on the individual level, we only include
information about age, gender, and nationality, as well as the place of residence of the
customers. In addition, we have created a dummy variable, indicating whether a customer
has children under the age of 15.
To include more information on users in the training data, we add aggregated information
on the customers’ place of residence. Adding data from external sources is also suggested by
Buttle (Buttle, 2004). Hence, from the Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, we include the
following data for the year 2017 on the customers’ place of residence:
• Urbanity
• Population size
• Number of foreign residents
• Number of single-person + childless, multi-person + multi-person households
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• Average household size
• Number of cars
In order to be able to find correlations between users and the types of regions they like, we
also include metadata on regions:
• Continent
• Country
• Whether Dutch is a national language of that country
• Crime rate
• GDP per capita (as an approximation for the price level)
To make use of user and item metadata, a hybrid approach is adopted. Hybrid RSs use
information from both user–item interactions and users’ as well as items’ characteristics.
Because of this combination, hybrid methods are less prone to the cold-start problem—
which arises when a user or item has no or little activity—than RSs that are only based on
the rating matrix. In addition, because of the augmented data base, hybrid RSs also suffer
less from the sparsity problem (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). Another advantage of
hybrid RSs is that multiple RSs—each of them, individually, having certain drawbacks—can
be combined such that the resulting hybrid RS no longer suffers from those drawbacks (see
for example Gurbanov and Ricci (2017), who combine CF with sequence mining).
RSs can be combined in a variety of ways. The recommendation scores of various RSs can,
for example, be combined to a single score (weighted hybridization method), features from
different recommendation data sources can be merged and fed into a single algorithm (feature
combination), or the output from one technique can even be used as an input for another
(feature augmentation) (Burke, 2002).
In addition to CF, we therefore introduce a content-based approach and a demographic
one. As already explained, content-based methods make recommendations by comparing
descriptions of items that have been rated to descriptions of items to be recommended.
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Demographic models use users’ demographic information to identify what types of user like
what items (Pazzani, 1999).
To find regularities among the descriptions of regions liked by a given user, we first compute
each user’s profile by taking the dot product of their ratings and the item metadata (scaled
by subtracting the variable mean and then dividing by the variable’s standard deviation).
In a second step, a score for each user–item pair is computed by calculating the similarity
between items’ characteristics and users’ profiles. Recommendations are then based on these
scores.
Similarly, we can find regularities among the descriptions of users that like certain regions.
We therefore take the dot product of the user–metadata matrix (scaled in the same way as
the item–metadata matrix) and users’ ratings. This results in a matrix that indicates the
extent to which users with certain metadata like each of the regions. In order to then identify
a score for each user–item pair, we simply calculate the similarity of each user’s metadata
to the previously obtained matrix.
In order to combine the three RSs, we apply weighted hybridization, meaning that we linearly
combine the three score matrices. The weights are determined by running the same validation
set approach as the one used for identifying the optimal rank in matrix factorization.
Taking a look at the models with respect to the F-measure (Equation (2.5)) for k = 1, . . . , 10
(see Figure 2.4) reveals that the hybrid RS outperforms all other RSs. This result indicates
that there exists a certain correlation between user/item metadata and the trips booked.
However, the baseline model recommending customers’ most recently booked trip outper-
forms even the hybrid RS.
Another insight that the plot provides is that choosing small list lengths should be favored
over choosing long ones (if the application allows), as the F-measures are higher for small
list lengths.
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This plot shows that unary ratings-based recommender systems (RSs) that were trained using a hybrid RS
outperform (in terms of the F-measure as stated in Equation (2.5)) those RSs that were trained without
additional data on users and items. The plot also shows that the popularity-based model performs worst.
The second baseline, recommending customers’ most recently booked trip, however, outperforms all the RSs.
In addition, the plot suggests choosing a small list length (if the application of the RS allows), as it provides
higher F-measures.
2.4.3 Prediction of Ratings
Is there a way to improve these numbers even further? As already stated, no customer ratings
are available for the trips those customers booked. But what can be analyzed instead is how
often customers took a trip in the same category (region). This information could serve as
an estimate of customers’ ratings. So instead of training the models on the unary ratings
matrix, we can train them on the (normalized) predicted ratings matrix and see how this
affects performance.
Repeating the analyses from above, we again first identify the optimal decomposition rank for
matrix factorization. The results are shown in Figure 2.5. This time around, a decomposition
rank of d = 80 turns out to be optimal.
The optimal combination of the three models’ scores is again determined using the validation
set approach. The resulting hybrid model again outperforms the other RSs in terms of the
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Figure 2.5: F-measure values of predicted ratings-based RSs trained using matrix factoriza-
























This plot shows the validation performances of predicted ratings-based recommender systems that were
trained using matrix factorization. According to our analyses, a decomposition rank of d = 80 performs best
(in terms of the F-measure as stated in Equation (2.5)) over all list lengths.
F-measure (see Figure 2.6). Hence, RSs that are trained on (predicted) ratings also benefit
from additional metadata. Unlike previously though, the baseline model recommending
customers’ most recently booked trip is no longer the best-performing model. At a list
length of k = 1, RSs that are trained using the matrix factorization approach outperform the
abovementioned baseline model. Once k > 1, the matrix factorization model’s performance
drops and the hybrid RS becomes the best-performing model. Again, as in the unary-ratings
case, the plot suggests choosing small list lengths (if the application of the RS allows), as
this provides higher F-measures.
2.5 Discussion
As we have seen in the analyses, based on data from D-rt Groep B.V., RSs are able to
outperform strategies such as recommending the most recently booked trip or the most
popular trips. Beating the former strategy—one of our two baselines—proved, however, to
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This plot shows that predicted ratings-based recommender systems (RSs) that were trained using matrix
factorization perform best (in terms of the F-measure as stated in Equation (2.5)) when a list length of k = 1
is chosen. For k > 1, the hybrid RS takes the lead. In addition, the plot suggests choosing a small list length
(if the application of the RS allows), as this results in higher F-measures.
be very difficult. This can, though, be due to the fact that this approach has been used often
in the past and therefore that its legacy is reflected in the data, specifically when testing the
models’ performance on that data. Either way, this approach brings with it the drawback
that no new regions will ever be recommended and—hence—it does not provide a big added
value for travel agents. In addition, we have seen that the often deployed popularity-based
approach clearly performs worse than the RSs presented here.
With the framework provided in this paper, travel agencies should be able to set up an
RS based on their own data. If a more sophisticated model is desired, one can train that
model on predicted ratings rather than unary ones. In this paper, we look at how many
times customers have booked trips in the same category (region) to obtain a proxy for these
customers’ ratings. From the analyses performed in this paper, we see that RSs that are
trained on predicted ratings outperform those trained on unary ratings. Essentially, when
training on approximated ratings we simply use the information that is anyway available to
us but prepare it in order to use it in a more effective way, which is a significant benefit.
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Also, we have seen that including customer and item metadata in the training step results in
a model that slightly outperforms classical RSs that are based on ratings alone. Depending
on what data is included, this effect can become stronger. Most of the user metadata we
have used is aggregated data (data on the place of residence). This implies that there exist
correlations between aggregated user metadata and the trips that are booked; this could
mean, for example, that residents of a more urban area tend to travel to destinations other
than those visited by residents of more rural areas. Including more data on the individual
level would, however, certainly be helpful.
As we have seen from Figures 2.4 and 2.6, the list length k should not be chosen to be too
large (if the application of the RS allows). It may be that this result (and also the optimal
decomposition rank for matrix factorization) differs for data from other travel agencies. The
instructions provided in this paper, however, enable these other travel agencies—and even
companies active in other industries—to set up and tune their own RSs.
2.6 Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to show how brick-and-mortar travel agencies can improve their
businesses in order to not lose further market share to online travel agencies. Classical travel
agencies have collected a lot of data but the great majority of these agencies still do not
know how to make use of it. The paper proposes the use of recommender systems (RSs),
and compares their performance to that of two often deployed approaches: recommending
customers’ most recently booked trip, and recommending trending destinations (popularity-
based approach). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that shows how to set
up RSs for brick-and-mortar travel agencies.
The analyses show that even the most basic RSs (trained using the neighborhood approach
or matrix factorization) are able to outperform the popularity-based model. If, in addition,
metadata on users and items is added (even if it is on an aggregated level only), the perfor-
mance of the RSs can be further improved. They are not, however, able to outperform our
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second baseline—recommending customers’ most recently booked trip.
As is probably the case for most travel agencies, the data does not contain any explicit
ratings from customers with regard to the trips they booked, only the fact that they have
booked them—a ratings category that is referred to as unary ratings. The paper shows that
these ratings can, however, be predicted, by counting the number of trips that customers
booked per category (region). Comparing the RSs that are trained on unary ratings with
those trained on predicted ratings shows that predicting ratings is of great benefit: the re-
sulting model was able to outperform the baseline model that we could not beat using unary
ratings alone. Thus, to any travel agency currently using either or both of our two baseline
approaches to propose trips to their customers we strongly recommend replacing these ap-
proaches with RSs.
This paper provides a framework for travel agencies—and also for companies from other
industries—that explains how to set up an RS. It would be interesting to see if the findings
of this paper can be generalized for travel agencies. In addition, it would be interesting to
implement the proposed RSs in travel agencies and measure their true impact, for example
by measuring the conversion rate of a campaign such as the one presented in the introduction
to this paper.
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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are criticized for decoding the speech
of certain groups of people more accurately than that of others. Our aim is to analyze
how “fair” ASR systems are. A given algorithm is said to be fair if its results are
independent of certain variables we consider to be sensitive—for example gender or
ethnicity. We show that when, as is often the case, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) are used to extract features from speech and then to train speech recognition
models, the resulting models suffer—due to the nature of how MFCCs are set up—
from disparate treatment. In addition, we analyze how imbalances in the amount of
speech per group in the training corpus affect the decoding performance per group.
This is especially concerning because imbalances are practically impossible to entirely
remove. We show that models perform worse in decoding the speech of groups that are
underrepresented in the training corpus. This implies that models suffer from disparate
impact. To reduce the “unfairness” resulting from the use of MFCCs and from an
imbalanced training corpus, we suggest a wrapper that transforms MFCCs extracted
from the speech of speakers with certain underlying accents into that of speakers whose
accent was predominant in the speech used for training the ASR system, so that the
MFCCs are indistinguishable from one another. To achieve this, we propose the use
generative adversarial networks.
3.1We thank Wissem Allouchi, Marlon Azinovic, Luca Gaegauf, Emma Glaude, and Isaac Leimgruber for
their thoughtful support. We are also grateful to everyone at Swisscom and the University of Zurich who
provided us with their valuable feedback on our work.
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3.1 Introduction
We are in an age where many things have become or are becoming automated. Machine
learning (ML) algorithms provide us with movie recommendations, suggest which products
to buy, and decide whether we should receive a loan or get that job. They are used in criminal
justice, in a range of medical applications, and in autonomous vehicles. This development
obviously has many benefits for us humans: unlike people, for example, machines do not
suffer from tiredness, and they can consider many more factors than any human can take
into account. But since these systems directly affect our lives, they can also harm us if not
designed properly. ML systems rely heavily on data for their training—data that humans
provide. If the data provided is biased, so will the system be. This fact, together with the
widespread use of such systems, has led to “fairness” becoming an important research topic
in recent years (Mehrabi et al., 2019).
Anti-discrimination laws in many countries prohibit unfair treatment of people based on sen-
sitive attributes such as gender or race (Civil Rights Act, 1964). These laws typically assess
fairness using two notions (Barocas and Selbst, 2016): disparate treatment and disparate
impact. A decision involves disparate treatment if it is (even partly) based on sensitive at-
tributes of the subject. Having disparate impact, meanwhile, means that a decision-making
process results in outcomes that hurt people who have certain sensitive attributes. The prob-
lem is that even if “protected” attributes (so, attributes that are considered sensitive and
should thus not be used for training models) are not explicitly used for training a statistical
model, other features on which the model is trained may act as proxies of these attributes
(for example, neighborhood can be a proxy for race). If such proxies are used to train a
model, undesired bias will still result. It is thus sometimes very hard to determine whether
a feature that is relevant for a model’s fit is too strongly correlated with protected features
for it to be used for training that model.
Even more problematic, in certain tasks such as in speech recognition the coefficients used for
training are sometimes partially based on protected attributes. Speech recognition systems
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are often trained on mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), speech signal represen-
tations developed by Bridle and Brown (1974) and Mermelstein (1976). Depending on an
individual’s vocal tract and many other features, waves oscillate in unique patterns. Since
MFCCs aim to separate speech into its source and system components, by their very nature
they represent speech in terms of the attributes of speakers. This implies disparate treat-
ment. We will show this by proving that there is a correlation between the similarity of
speakers’ MFCCs and that of their protected attributes.
Furthermore, we will show that disparate impact too occurs in speech recognition models
if the training set is not balanced with respect to all groups either trained on or tested (in
our case, accents). We do so by training speech recognition models on subsets of the Lib-
riSpeech (Panayotov et al., 2015) corpus and decoding VoxForge speech. In the LibriSpeech
subsets we use, speakers have accents that are close to those prevalent in American English
(Panayotov et al., 2015), whereas VoxForge speakers have accents ranging from American
English through British English to Indian English. Our analyses show that decodings stem-
ming from models trained on LibriSpeech recordings are substantially more accurate for
speakers with an American or Canadian English accent than, for example, for speakers with
an Indian or Australian English accent. Adding Indian or Australian English speech to the
training corpus improves the decoding performance with regard to the respective accent.
Recent efforts to reduce the bias that is induced by training data have focused on building
fairer and more diverse data sets (Celis et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2020), but such an approach
is often not feasible. In speech, for example, there exist too many different groups (combi-
nations of accent, gender, age group, and other factors) and collecting enough speech per
group in order to make the training corpus balanced—hence, closing the gap between the
amount of data available for the main training groups and all others—is, due to the costs it
implies, not an option. Instead, we suggest including a wrapper in the model that translates
the feature vector of underrepresented groups such that the model can no longer distinguish
which group the feature vector stems from. This is accomplished by adapting the technique
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of generative adversarial networks (GANs).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we give a brief overview of
how speech recognition works. Section 3.3 looks at what kinds of fairness measures exist and
how they can be adapted to measure the fairness of speech recognition models. In Section
3.4 we introduce our debiasing approach. Section 3.5 covers our analyses and their results.
Section 3.6 concludes.
3.2 Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR), the use of machines to translate speech in the form
of a recorded audio signal into digitized text (Gruhn et al., 2011), has grown incredibly
efficient and accurate in recent years. Today, ASR systems can be found in the home (in the
form, for example, of virtual personal assistants or smart TVs), in car navigation systems, in
smartphones, and many other appliances and applications (Chen et al., 2017). The problem,
though, is that most voice recognition systems are biased, for example toward a particular
gender (Howard and Borenstein, 2018). And this despite the fact that in order to be helpful
to their users, they must be able to both understand and respond quickly and accurately—
with respect to all kinds of people.
Typically, the first step in ASR is to extract a series of features from an audio waveform. Air-
pressure waves emanate from the mouth and the nostrils of a speaker, and are the generators
of speech (Anne et al., 2015). Depending on the tongue placement in the mouth, lip shape,
activation of the vocal chords, and many other factors, waves oscillate in unique patterns.
The features that are extracted from audio waveforms represent small frames (typically 25
milliseconds long, shifted by 10 milliseconds each time) of the speech we are interested in.
In a second step, the extracted features are matched to “phones”.3.2 Phones are the units
3.2Soltau et al. (2016), for example, train an ASR model on 125,000 hours of speech, resulting in 100,000
words. With such an amount of data, end-to-end models that are based on words can be trained, rather
than using the approach we explain here.
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of sound that make up words. Each phone corresponds to a symbol, so each word can be
given as a series of symbols. To make relevant conclusions about incoming sound signals,
the extracted sequence of features is mapped to a sequence of phones using a hidden Markov
model, HMM. The distribution of features for each phone is modeled using a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM).
In GMMs, feature frames can be mapped either to states of HMMs representing isolated
phones as a whole (which is called context-independent (CI) or monophone training) or to
states of HMMs representing phones in context. This context is usually represented by a
phone’s preceding and following phone (triphone HMM), based on the fact that a phone
is pronounced differently depending on what phone precedes it and follows it. The latter
mapping is therefore referred to as context-dependent (CD). The choice between CI and CD
phone mapping depends on which language we are modeling (how consistently phones are
pronounced) and on how many resources one wants to use when building a speech model.
With the help of a pronunciation lexicon, each set of phones is then mapped to the most
probable word. Finally, the language model (or “grammar”) estimates the probability of a
given word sequence. These three steps together form the decoding graph (Senior, 2017).3.3
The accuracy of an ASR system is measured by the word error rate (WER). The WER is
derived from the Levenshtein distance, working at the word level instead of at the phoneme
level. Its equation is given by
WER = 100× S +D + I
N
, (3.1)
where S is the number of substitutions, D the number of deletions, and I the number of
insertions between the output of the ASR system (decoding) and the reference transcription
(having N number of words), after the decoded text has been aligned with the reference in
an error-minimizing way.
The software we use to create our ASR systems is called Kaldi. Kaldi has been developed
3.3For further details on ASR, consult, for example, Gruhn et al. (2011).
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by Povey et al. (2011) and is an open-source speech recognition toolkit written in C++,
freely available under the Apache License v2.0. The software is intended for use by ASR
researchers.
Kaldi uses the previously mentioned mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) for feature
extraction (Povey et al., 2011). The first step in creating MFCCs is to identify the frequency
of a signal (audio wave). Technically, one could look at the amplitude value of the signal at
every time step. But since the sampling rate would have to be very high in order to reduce
the loss of information, a lot of computational space would be required. A better approach
is to represent signals in the frequency domain by applying a discrete Fourier transform (also
known as a fast Fourier transform). In general, Fourier transforms allow us to identify the
frequency of a signal, as any periodic signal shows up as a sharp peak in the corresponding
frequency spectrum (see Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Fourier transform on time signal
The figure demonstrates that the frequency of a signal (audio wave) can be identified by applying a Fourier
transform. The signal’s frequency shows up as a sharp peak in the corresponding frequency spectrum. This
step is essential to the derivation of MFCCs from audio signals. Source: Nair (2018).
Next, we have to convert the frequency to mel scale (often referred to as mel filtering). This
helps to match the frequency more closely to what the human ear can hear (humans are
better at identifying small changes in speech at lower frequencies—the perceived distance
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between a 900 Hz and a 1 kHz signal is smaller than the perceived distance between a 300
Hz and a 400 Hz signal). A frequency measured in Hertz, f , can be converted to the mel
scale using Equation (3.2), an increasing and concave function.







Because the resulting features are of too high a dimension, a discrete cosine transform of
the mel frequency is taken, leading to the desired cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Typically,
GMM speech recognition systems are trained on the first 13 MFCCs (Nair, 2018; Senior,
2017).
3.3 Fairness Measures
Speech recognition systems are often criticized for decoding the speech of certain groups
of people more accurately than that of others. Tatman (2017), for example, evaluates the
accuracy of YouTube’s automatically generated captions and finds that the system produces
reliably less accurate decodings for speakers from Scotland (compared to speakers from the
United States or New Zealand). The author also shows that the system performs worse in
decoding female speech compared to male speech (Tatman, 2017). More recently, Koenecke
et al. (2020) published a paper demonstrating large racial disparities in the performance of
five popular commercial ASR systems.
When one thinks about bias in machine learning, a question that arises almost immediately
is: “Isn’t discriminating between data points the very point of machine learning?” And while
this is, of course, true, bias is essentially induced in models through the human bias existing in
the data set. Skewed or tainted samples, but also sample size disparity, can therefore already
cause a model to be biased (Barocas and Selbst, 2016). Hence, just because something has
statistical relevance that does not mean it should also be used for decision-making.
Research on fairness in machine learning has dramatically increased over the last few years—
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in academia as well as in industry (Du et al., 2019). Crawford argued in her talk at NIPS
2017 (Crawford, 2017) that so far most attention has been paid to allocative harm (for
example, decisions about who gets a loan and who does not) rather than to representational
harm (occurring, for example, in image or speech recognition). For Crawford, the reason
for this is that allocative harm has an immediate effect and is easily quantifiable, whereas
representational bias is much more difficult to formalize. In the years that followed the
conference this changed. Many research papers published in 2018 or 2019 cover the mitigation
of bias in image—especially face—recognition (these include Amini et al. (2019) and Sattigeri
et al. (2019)). Less attention was, however, paid to mitigating bias in speech recognition
models.
To formalize fairness in ASR systems, we need to reformulate traditional fairness measures.
Typically, a model’s fairness is evaluated using the notions of disparate treatment and dis-
parate impact (Barocas and Selbst, 2016). A decision-making process suffers from disparate
treatment if its decisions are (partly) based on a subject’s sensitive attributes; it has disparate
impact if its outcomes disproportionately hurt (or benefit) people with certain sensitive at-
tribute values (such as gender or race). One of the basic criteria for measuring fairness is
independence (also sometimes referred to as demographic parity). A classifier that makes a
binary class prediction ŷ ∈ {0, 1} is independent of a binary sensitive attribute z ∈ {0, 1}—
for example, gender—if
P{ŷ = 1|z = 1} = P{ŷ = 1|z = 0}, (3.3)
for z = 1 being the positive (or negative) outcome.
Fairness comes at the cost of reduced model accuracy though. Independence is therefore
often relaxed by a certain degree. Zafar et al. (2017) define the so-called p%-rule. A classifier
satisfies the p%-rule if the following inequality holds:
min
(
P{ŷ = 1|z = 1}
P{ŷ = 1|z = 0} ,
P{ŷ = 1|z = 0}






The usual choice for p is 803.4, which is why one often sees reference to the 80 percent or four-
fifths rule when reading about fairness. This implies that the ratio between the probability
of a positive outcome given the sensitive attribute being true and the same probability given
the sensitive attribute being false is not allowed to be less than 80 percent. A classifier that
would satisfy the 100 percent rule would hence be completely fair, whereas a classifier that
would satisfy the 0 percent rule alone would be completely unfair.
An alternative criterion is individual fairness. The independence criterion, which we have
just examined, is group based, while individual fairness, as its name suggests, is individual
based. It was first proposed by Dwork et al. (2012). The emphasis in individual fairness is
that similar individuals should be treated similarly. The criterion was introduced because in
certain cases, even though group fairness is satisfied, from the point of view of an individual
the outcome is blatantly unfair. The individual fairness criterion sounds extremely obvious,
but it comes with a big difficulty: how to determine if people are similar. Are two people,
one having an American accent and being male and the other having a Canadian accent
and being male, more similar to one another than are two people with an American accent,
one being male and the other female? Or is a Scottish accent more similar to an American
accent than it is to an Australian accent? These questions make it very difficult to quantify
people’s similarity to one another. For this reason we focus on group fairness in the following.
Since we have multiple sensitive attributes (such as gender or accent), we can create attribute
groups X. The reference group is that with the lowest WER. All other groups’ performances
are then compared to that of the reference group. In the optimal case (perfect speech
recognition) the WER would equal zero. In Equations (3.3) and (3.4), P{ŷ = 1|z} is linked
to a more preferable outcome the higher the percentage is (high probability of getting a
3.4In 1978, four US government agencies (the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Department of
Labor, Department of Justice, and Civil Service Commission) adopted a set of guidelines (Uniform Guide-
lines) for employee selection procedures. The guidelines provided information on what constitutes a discrim-
inatory test in the context of recruitment and broader personnel matters. Disparate impact in personnel
processes was determined using the four-fifths or 80 percent rule, which is why this number became the
standard. (EEOC, 1979)
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job, for example). Hence, in order to adapt the measures for speech recognition models,
P{ŷ = 1|z} can be translated to 1 −WERX=x. This results in the following adaptation of
Equation (3.3):
1−WERX=x = 1−WERX=ref , (3.5)
for all groups x ∈ X. Equivalently, Equation (3.4) can be translated for speech recognition












In general, a model’s fairness can be improved by modifying the training data (pre-processing),
the learning algorithm (in-processing), or the predictions (post-processing). The choice of
which is based on the ability to intervene at different points in a machine learning pipeline
(Bellamy et al., 2019). Examples for pre-processing algorithms include the re-weighting of
training examples per group and under-/oversampling (Kamiran and Calders, 2012). In-
processing algorithms include adversarial debiasing, which learns a classifier to maximize
prediction accuracy and simultaneously reduce an adversary’s ability to determine the pro-
tected attribute from the predictions (Zhang et al., 2018). If the algorithm can only treat
the learned model as a black box and has no ability to modify the training data or learn-
ing algorithm, then only post-processing can be used (Bellamy et al., 2019). An example
for post-processing is finding the optimal classification threshold by looking at two groups’
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Equalized odds requires that the groups’
true positive rates be equal, and that the same be true of their false positive rates. Hence,
the classification threshold should be set to the value where the two ROC curves intersect
(Hardt et al., 2016).
Since a lot of progress has already been made in training ASR models, we focus on how the
fairness of already trained models can be increased. We therefore introduce a wrapper: an
additional step the MFCCs have to pass, in which they are modified, right before they are
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decoded by the trained ASR model. Thus, we are not carrying out classical in-processing or
post-processing. Instead, our approach lies somewhere in between.
3.4 Debiasing Approach
The most straightforward approach to increasing fairness across groups of people would be
to make the training set balanced. This would imply increasing or decreasing the available
amount of speech per accent until the corpus is balanced. Undersampling majority classes
(deleting examples from the majority class) often lowers the accuracy of the model however.
In addition, the more imbalanced the data set, the more samples will be discarded when
undersampling, therefore throwing away potentially useful information. Increasing data for
minority classes is often not possible unless we oversample, which would imply duplications
of samples from speakers from minority classes. Our own preliminary analyses of training
ASR systems on an oversampled corpus have revealed a decrease in model performance,
probably due to overfitting.
The approach we present here allows us to use the original features extracted from speech
(MFCCs), but instead of changing the amount of training data per group we build a wrapper
(an additional step before decoding) that acoustically brings the speech of speakers with an
accent other than that mainly used for training (in our case, American English) closer to
speech that exhibits that predominant accent.
In 2014, Goodfellow et al. published a paper on generative adversarial networks (GANs). It
introduces GANs as a system of two neural networks—a generative model and an adversarial
classifier—which are competing with each other. The generative model focuses on producing
samples that are indistinguishable from real data, while the adversarial model tries to identify
if samples came from the generative model or from the real data (illustrated in Figure 3.2).
Both networks are trained simultaneously such that the first improves at producing realistic
samples, while the second becomes better at spotting the “fake” samples (Goodfellow et al.,
2014).
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of a GAN





This figure illustrates how GANs work: The generator is fed with random noise and tries to create an output
that is indistinguishable from a real sample. The discriminator is fed with real as well as generated samples
and tries to identify which samples are real/fake.
We adapt this technique by feeding the generator with MFCCs extracted from recordings of
speakers with a certain accent other than American English (in the following referred to as
non-AE), teaching it to produce MFCCs that are indistinguishable from those of recordings
of American English (AE) speakers. For each accent other than AE, a separate model can
be trained (we will, though, only analyze one accent). The adversarial classifier tries to
identify if the coefficients came from speakers with an AE accent or not (the latter meaning
that they were produced from the generative model). Training the generator requires that
we assess its performance on the output of the discriminator. Both networks therefore have
to be added to a combined model: an adversarial model. Our adversarial network uses
MFCCs from the recorded utterances of non-AE speakers as well as those of AE speakers
as its input, and classifies—after MFCCs of non-AE speakers have been modified by the
generator—whether the MFCCs stem from AE speakers or whether they stem from non-AE
speakers and have been modified by the generator (see Figure 3.3). The generator performs
well if the adversarial model outputs “AE speaker” in response to all inputs—true MFCCs
from AE speakers but also generated MFCCs. This, in turn, means that the discriminator
has failed in its task. If we used normal back propagation for training the adversarial model,
we would force the discriminator to start classifying all MFCCs as AE speakers’ MFCCs. To
prevent this, we must freeze the part of the model that belongs to the discriminator. This
means that we need to prevent the discriminator from updating in the adversarial model,
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but have it remain trainable in the discriminator model.






The architecture presented in this Figure is that of the initial GAN we set up. The generator, gen nonAE2AE,
takes as input MFCCs of non-AE speakers’ speech and generates MFCCs that resemble those of AE speakers.
The discriminator, disc AE, is fed with these generated AE MFCCs and with real ones, and tries to predict
which MFCCs are generated and which are real.
This method of training the adversarial network has a problem though. We are not just in-
terested in generating speech that resembles AE speech—we have to ensure that the content
that is embedded in the MFCCs does not change. At some point in the training process how-
ever, the generator always starts to map all input MFCCs to the same output, which then, of
course, no longer contains the same speech content as the input MFCCs. This phenomenon,
referred to as mode collapse, is a big challenge when training GANs (Goodfellow, 2016). To
solve this problem, Zhu et al. (2017) introduce the constraint of “cycle consistency”.
Figure 3.4 gives an overview of our CycleGAN architecture. Different from the classical
GAN, two adversarial networks—each consisting of a generator and a discriminator—are
trained. Hence, we not only train the network to perform well for the direction non-AE to
AE-resembling MFCCs, but also for the opposite direction. These networks are, however,
interrelated: one network’s trained generator is used by the other network to generate cyclic
MFCCs. These can then be compared to the original input. Besides the discriminator and
adversary losses, we therefore also have two cycle losses (defined as mean absolute errors)
that have to be minimized during the training stage. Keeping the cycle loss low ensures the
necessary cycle consistency and hence that there is some meaningful relation between input
MFCCs and generated MFCCs.
Both generator and discriminator are set up as convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs
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This figure illustrates how our CycleGAN is set up: The network consists of two adversarial networks (shown
in purple and turquoise, where the turquoise-colored network is the same as the one shown in Figure 3.3),
each having a generator (denoted by gen) and a discriminator (denoted by disc). To train the discriminators
and the generators, not only do the discriminator and adversarial losses have to be minimized, so-called cycle
losses must too. The idea is that if we generate samples from an input and then back again, we should get
samples close to the original input samples. This ensures that the speech content of the input MFCCs does
not change.
are fully connected networks—that is, each neuron in one layer is connected to all neurons
in the next layer. To have an initial architecture and training setup that we can later adapt,
we look at the well-known example of generating fake handwritten digits (Bulten, 2017).
As in that setup, we define our network using Keras. Also, we decide to initially keep the
leaky version of a rectified linear unit (LeakyReLU) as an activation function between the
convolution layers. ReLU is the most widely used activation function in neural networks
today. One of the great advantages ReLU has over other activation functions (like tanh
or sigmoid) is that it does not activate all neurons at the same time. This makes it very
computationally efficient as few neurons are activated at any given time.
Moving beyond that initial, well-known example, we define our generator as an encoder–
decoder network: The first few layers (the encoder) extract features in an unsupervised
manner from the MFCCs. In other words, the encoder learns a lower-dimensional repre-
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sentation of the original data. The next few layers (the decoder) combine these extracted
features to produce the desired output. The structure of the decoder network is usually the
same as that of the decoder, but set up in the opposite direction.
An additional parameter we have to tune is the weight distribution of the adversarial and
the cycle losses. Because it is crucial for us to have a high cycle consistency (to maintain
the content of the speech inherent in the MFCCs we are translating), the cycle loss weight
has to be chosen to be higher than that of the adversarial loss. This, however, increases the
adversarial loss because we do not allow the network to make too significant changes to the
input MFCCs.
3.5 Experimental Setup and Results
As already mentioned, we use the open-source speech recognition toolkit Kaldi for training
our ASR systems. In multiple steps, the software builds several speech recognition models
of increasing complexity. We work with context-dependent (CD) HMM/GMM hybrids.
In addition, speaker adaptive training (SAT) is added. Models trained with SAT become
independent of their training speakers and therefore generalize better to their testing speakers
(Miao et al., 2015).
3.5.1 Speech Corpus
A classical data set for training ASR systems is the freely available LibriSpeech corpus from
Panayotov et al. (2015). The data is derived from audiobooks and contains 1,000 hours of
speech, along with the corresponding transcripts and information on the speakers’ genders.
Because the size of the corpus may prove computationally troublesome for some users, the
authors split the training data into three subsets with approximately 100, 360, and 500 hours
of speech, respectively. Recordings in the first two sets are, on average, of higher quality, and
the accents are closer to American English. Also, the authors have ensured gender balance
at the speaker level and in terms of the amount of data available for each gender (Panayotov
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et al., 2015).
A speech corpus that not only contains information on speakers’ gender but also on their
accent and age group is the VoxForge3.5 corpus. This corpus contains transcribed recordings
from various speakers, whereof 4,783 have one of the following accents: American, Australian,
British, Canadian, Indian, Irish, New Zealand, Northern Irish, or South African English (an
overview of the speakers, after the data has been cleaned, is provided in Table 3.1). Using
recordings from these speakers allows us to identify differences in the performance of decoding
speech from speakers with different accents—hence, it allows us to identify whether the ASR
system is fair.
Table 3.1: VoxForge speakers (spks)
Accent Number of spks Minutes of speech Ratio female/male spks
American 3,020 3,826 244/2,776
Australian 191 249 10/181
British 787 823 66/721
Canadian 343 368 37/306
Indian 237 243 7/230
Irish 33 30 1/32
New Zealand 84 87 3/81
Northern Irish 10 23 0/10
South African 78 66 5/73
This table shows the number of speakers (spks), their genders, as well as the amount of speech per accent-
group present in the VoxForge corpus. The majority of speakers has an American English accent, the accent
represented least is Northern Irish English. Also, we can see that there are much more male than female




To show the effect of sample size disparity on fairness, in a first stage three CD-SAT-
HMM/GMMs are trained on a randomly chosen 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech recordings (in
the following referred to as set1; see Table 3.2). The speech corpus contains clean speech
that is close to American English. Once the models are trained, we decode VoxForge speech,
which consists of recordings from speakers with a range of English accent types.
Table 3.2: Models and training sets used in our analysis of disparate impact with regard to
Indian English
Term Explanation
Set1 Random 3.5 hours of American English speech from the LibriSpeech corpus
Set2 Random 3.5 hours of Indian English speech from the VoxForge corpus
Set3
Random 3.5 hours of American English speech from the LibriSpeech corpus
(set1 excluded)
Model1 CD-SAT-HMM/GMM trained on set1
Model2 CD-SAT-HMM/GMM trained on set1 + set2
Model3 CD-SAT-HMM/GMM trained on set1 + set3
This table gives an overview of the training sets used for our analysis of disparate impact, and of the ASR
models trained.
The second set of CD-SAT-HMM/GMMs is trained on the same 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech
recordings plus on an additional 3.5 hours of Indian English speech (refer to Table 3.2,
set1 + set2). The third and last set of CD-SAT-HMM/GMMs is trained on 7 hours of
LibriSpeech speech, 3.5 hours of which are identical to the corpus used for training the first
set of models (so, set1 + set3). Again, VoxForge speech is decoded and performances are
compared.
The mean performance (WER, as defined in (3.1)) of decoding VoxForge test data with
model1 is 45.83%. Looking at the decoding performance per accent available in the test
set (Figure 3.5), we see that the models perform particularly well for American, Canadian,
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and Northern Irish English speakers, but very badly for Indian English. This is what we
expected though, because there is no Indian English speech present in the training set.
Decoding the same test set with model2, the average overall WER falls to 34.66%. As ex-
pected, the average WER resulting from decoding Indian English speech has also decreased,
from 108.97%—the WER can exceed 100% if the decoding is so poor that the alignment
cannot be carried out properly—to 64.51%. It is interesting, though, that the WER of de-
coding the speech of speakers with any other accent has also decreased. To check whether
the decrease in WER is only a consequence of doubling the amount of training data, we
train a set of models on seven hours of LibriSpeech data (model3). The resulting average
test WER is indeed lower (39.51%) than that stemming from model1 (45.83%), but it is
higher than the average WER from model2 (34.66%). Also, when we look at Figure 3.5, the
WERs have decreased for all accents but not to the extent that they do when we decode
speech with model2.
One reason for this result could be that the LibriSpeech corpus contains a lot of speech
per person but not the speech of a lot of people, whereas the VoxForge (and hence, Indian
English) corpus contains little speech per person and instead contains speech from many
different people. Therefore, when we added 3.5 hours of Indian English recordings (set2) to
the 3.5 hour subset of LibriSpeech training data (set1), the number of speakers increased,
approximately from 20 to 200, whereas when we added another 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech
recordings (set3), the number of speakers increased only to approximately 40. Hence, in-
volving the VoxForge data means that the heterogeneity of speakers is much larger than
when we consider LibriSpeech recordings alone. In addition, the LibriSpeech data set, from
which we take the random subsets for training, is constructed in such a way that recordings
are similar to one another (high recording quality and accents close to American English).
So far we have only looked at performance, but what we are ultimately also interested in
is whether the models are fair or not. We therefore check whether they satisfy the four-
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This figure shows that the highest average decoding WERs result from models that are trained on 3.5 hours
of LibriSpeech data only (set1), followed by models that are trained on 7 hours of LibriSpeech speech (set1
+ set3). Adding 3.5 hours of Indian English speakers’ speech from the VoxForge corpus (set1 + set2)
instead of the additional 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech data improves the decoding performances for all accents,
especially for Indian English speakers’ recordings.
fifths rule adapted according to Equation (3.6). Figure 3.6 shows disparate impact per
accent, Canadian English—the most accurately decoded accent—being the reference. The
dashed line is set to 80 percent: the threshold the model has to reach in order to be deemed
“fair”. We can see that model1 only satisfies the four-fifths rule for American, Canadian,
and Northern Irish English speakers (meaning that it is fair for these accents—and hence not
fair overall). Doubling the amount of training speech but sticking to LibriSpeech recordings
does not change this result. Only by adding Indian English to the training set do the
decoding WERs for speakers with an Australian, British, New Zealand, or South African
English accent decrease by so much that their corresponding fairness measure is close to the
80 percent threshold. Considering these fairness measures’ standard deviations, the model
could be called fair for those accents.
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The accent for which the decoding WER decreased most when adding Indian English to
the training set is Indian English. Looking at Figure 3.6, we see that fairness has increased
significantly for Indian English speakers: the models trained on LibriSpeech recordings do
not even fulfill the zero percent rule for Indian English speakers, whereas once we add Indian
English to the training set, the 50 percent rule is almost fulfilled. This clearly implies that
the bigger the sample size disparity, the more unfair the model. Overall though, because it
still fails the four-fifths rule for some accents the model is not fair, and has disparate impact
with regard to certain accents.


























































The figure shows how fair the trained ASR models are in decoding the speech of speakers with different
accents. A model is deemed fair if it satisfies the four-fifths rule (3.6). We can see that models that are
trained on 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech data only (set1) are, on average, fair (the 80% threshold is exceeded)
only for American, Canadian, and Northern Irish English speakers. This result does not change for models
trained on 7 hours of LibriSpeech data (set1 + set3). Models that are trained on 3.5 hours of LibriSpeech
data as well as 3.5 hours of Indian English speech—the latter from the VoxForge corpus—(set1 + set2) could
be called fair (standard deviations surpass the 80% threshold) for speakers with an Australian, British, New
Zealand, or South African English accent. The biggest effect can be seen for Indian English speakers. The
analysis shows that too large sample size disparities in the training data can lead to unfairness toward the
underrepresented groups.
In order to support the results obtained, we repeat the analysis for Australian English
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of decoding performances of the VoxForge speech corpus using
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(b) Disparate impact
The results shown in these two panels are analogous to those obtained from the previous Indian English
analyses: increasing the amount of Australian English speech used for training results in models that are
overall fairer than those trained on LibriSpeech data alone. The decrease in WER is largest for the speech
of speakers with an Australian English accent.
(results in Figure 3.7). Again, the overall WER decreases when we double the size of the
training corpus. Also, we can again see that the overall effect on performance is higher
when adding Australian English to the training corpus rather than just adding another 3.5
hours of LibriSpeech data. This effect on decoding performance is largest for the speech of
Australian English speakers.
So far we can conclude that if the speech corpus used for training is too imbalanced (groups
of speakers are not reasonably equally represented in the training set), the resulting ASR
model suffers from disparate impact (unfairness toward the underrepresented groups).
3.5.3 Disparate Treatment
Next, we want to analyze if ASR models trained on MFCCs also suffer from disparate
treatment. We do not explicitly include information about speakers’ attributes (such as
accent or gender) when training the speech model, but we assume that MFCCs are close
proxies for those (potentially protected) attributes. This would imply that the resulting ASR
model not only suffers from disparate impact but also from disparate treatment, because we
include protected attributes during training.
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To test our assumption, we check whether the MFCCs extracted from the speech of speakers
with similar protected attributes are closer to each other than are those of speakers who are
not so similar to each other. Because the VoxForge corpus does not contain recordings of
equivalent text for all speakers, we make use of a third speech corpus to perform the analysis
of disparate treatment: the CSTR VCTK Corpus of Veaux et al. (2017), which includes
recordings of 109 native English speakers with various accents. Of particular interest for us
is that every speaker records, among other elements, him- or herself reading The Rainbow
Passage3.6 and an elicitation paragraph. In addition, the corpus includes the following
metadata about the speakers: age, gender, accent, and region (Veaux et al., 2017).
Because every speaker has a different speed of talking/reading, recordings of the same text,
and hence the extracted MFCCs, have different lengths. In order to compare two speakers’
MFCCs we therefore use dynamic time warping (DTW).
In time series analysis, DTW is used for measuring the similarity between two temporal
sequences that may vary in speed. Thanks to its versatility, DTW is also used in many other
scientific fields, including biology, economics, and robotics. Almost all DTW methods are
based on the original DTW algorithm by Sakoe and Chiba (1978): two sequences are aligned
in such a way that—satisfying monotonicity, boundary, and continuity constraints—the sum
of the absolute differences between two sequences’ values, for each matched pair of indices,
is minimal (as in Figure 3.8).
The monotonicity constraint ensures that the path represents a monotone increasing function
of time. The boundary constraint enforces that the first (last) index from one sequence must
be matched with the first (last) index from the other sequence, and vice versa. The warping
path hence begins (ends) with the origin (terminal) points of both sequences. Finally, the
continuity constraint ensures that every index from one sequence must be matched with one
or more indices from the other sequence, and vice versa (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978).
We use this technique to find the optimal alignment between two speakers’ MFCCs from
3.6http://www.dialectsarchive.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/The-Rainbow-Passage.pdf.
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Figure 3.8: Dynamic time warping
DTW is used for measuring the similarity between two temporal sequences that may vary in speed. We use
this concept to measure the similarity between two speakers’ MFCCs from recordings of them reading the
same text. This allows us to analyze whether two speakers that are relatively similar to one another in terms
of their attributes (such as accents, age, or gender) also have MFCCs that are relatively similar one another.
That would imply that MFCCs suffer from disparate treatment. Graphic source: Müller (2007)
an utterance, and, based on the found alignment, calculate the distance between the two
MFCCs. We then compare whether the average distance between the MFCCs of speakers
with the same accent differs significantly from that of speakers with different accents. The
results can be found in Figure 3.9.
We perform a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to check whether the average distance
between the two speaker groups’ MFCCs has the same distribution. This test results in
a p-value of 3.488e-13, suggesting that we can reject H0—that the two average distances
stem from the same distribution. With a two-sided t-test we analyze whether the means are
identical. Also in this test the H0 can be rejected, with a p-value of < 2.2e− 16.
Hence, it is safe to say that MFCCs are indeed correlated to, potentially sensitive, attributes.
This implies that even though we do not include sensitive attributes explicitly in the training
step, by using MFCCs the resulting model for ASR will include this information. In what
follows, we will show the results of debiasing our ASR using the approach of GANs.
3.5.4 Generative Adversarial Network
While trying to train our CycleGAN, we faced huge instability and convergence problems.
Brief research revealed several papers in which authors describe their difficulties in training
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The boxplot shows that the average MFCC distance of speakers with the same accent is smaller than
that of speakers with different accents. Together with the other analyses performed, this allows us to say
that MFCCs are indeed correlated to speakers’ attributes, which means that MFCCs suffer from disparate
treatment. Data source: Veaux et al. (2017)
GANs. One big challenge is that there exist a lot of tuning possibilities, starting from
the architectures of the two networks themselves (including normalization, filter size, and
number of layers) and ranging to the loss functions, learning rates, their decay, and many
other factors. Finding a Nash equilibrium between two competing neural networks whose
cost functions are non-convex and parameters are continuous and whose parameter spaces
are extremely high-dimensional is a very difficult task and therefore often results in non-
convergence (Goodfellow, 2016; Salimans et al., 2016). Another problem specific to our
example is the size of the input data: our MFCC matrices are of dimension x× 13 (13 being
the number of coefficients normally extracted from speech), where x often reaches around
10,000. This not only leads to a huge increase in required computational time, making the
tuning process very slow, it also causes problems due to the limits of memory size. And
yet another problem is that there are no good objective metrics for evaluating whether a
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GAN is performing well during training. Instead, a common approach is to visually inspect
generated examples and use subjective evaluation (Salimans et al., 2016). This might work
well when working with images, but with speech the generated MFCCs have to be fed back
to the ASR model after being modified, and decoded by matching the features to phones,
phones to the most probable words, and words to the most probable word sequence. Direct
model comparison is therefore not possible.
Trials involving changing the two networks to LSTM (“long short-term memory”, a recurrent
neural network architecture used in the field of deep learning) rather than CNN did not bring
any improvement. And neither did changing the loss function improve our results—a fact
foreseen by Qin et al. (2018), who show that their GAN is able to learn in every loss setting
and conclude that the choice of loss function does not really matter. Therefore, we stick to





[yi log(ŷi) + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi)], (3.7)
y representing the vector of true labels and ŷ their predictions.
Something that did improve our model was introducing label smoothing. Classically, if we
face a binary classification problem, we label one of the outputs with 1 and the other with
0. Neural networks, however, have the habit of becoming overconfident in their predictions
during training. This can reduce their ability to generalize and thus perform as well on new,
unseen future data. Label smoothing forces the neural network to be less confident in its
answers by training it to move toward a smoothed target. This has an effect similar to that
of regularization, hence reducing overfitting. We choose a label smoothing value of 0.1. Each
real MFCC (stemming from AE speakers) was therefore labeled with 0.9 rather than 1; every
modified MFCC resulting as output from the generator was labeled with 0.1 rather than 0.
The effect of label smoothing was a small increase in the discriminator loss, but at the same
time it led to a big decrease in the adversarial loss. In addition, training became more stable.
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The left panel shows the average adversary and discriminator training losses (binary-crossentropy loss, as
defined in (3.7)) between the two networks that are present in CycleGAN. As is typical for GANs, the losses
oscillate—but at a relatively low level. The model training was stopped once the number of epochs surpassed
800 and all discriminator and adversary losses were below 0.5. The right panel shows how the cycle training
losses (mean absolute error)—again averaged between the two networks—decrease during training.
The average cycle, adversarial, and discriminator training losses during 800 epochs of batch
training are plotted in Figure 3.10. Further epochs were added in order to stop the model
at a point where the discriminator and adversarial losses of both networks were lower than
0.5, in order to ensure that the generator and discriminator were balanced. These results
stem from training a network that translates Indian English speakers’ MFCCs to those of
American English speakers. It is normal for losses to go up or down almost randomly when
training GANs. This is due to the fact that we are training two competing networks and
sometimes one or other of the networks takes over.
Figure 3.10 shows how the average cyclic training loss (measured using the mean absolute
error) clearly decreased during training. A low cycle loss is important in order to ensure that
the speech content does not change too much when translating to an American English ac-
cent. Also, since we put five times more weight on the cycle losses than on the adversary ones,
we expected the average cycle training loss to decrease over training in the first place. The
adversary and discriminator training losses (measured in terms of the binary-crossentropy
loss, as defined in (3.7)) oscillate, but on a relatively low level.
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The average cycle test error (out-of-sample) lies, at 8.27, in the range of the training errors
during the final epochs. The average discriminator and adversary test errors (2.56 and
5.73 respectively) are, however, higher than the respective training errors when we stopped
training (at 0.5). This is not surprising though if we look at the oscillating behavior of the
discriminator and adversary training errors in Figure 3.10.
After translating all MFCCs of Indian English speakers—using the generator of the trained
network—we feed them back to Kaldi and decode the modified MFCCs. At this stage, the
decoding WER of modified Indian English speakers’ MFCCs did not yet fall below that of
non-modified MFCCs (see Figure 3.11). The WERs are, however, on a similar level. In
addition, decoding utterances that have not been used for training the CycleGAN (out-
of-sample utterances) results in a WER for Indian English speakers of 0.84 (before these
utterances’ MFCCs were modified, their average decoding WER was 0.82), indicating that
the wrapper is generalizable.
An issue at this stage is that the results are not very stable yet: training two identical net-
works with randomized training data can lead to very different models and, hence, decoding
WERs.
3.6 Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to examine the fairness of automatic speech recognition (ASR)
models. The first step was to show what concepts of fairness exist and how their measures
can be adapted for ASR. From our analyses we conclude that ASR models that are trained
on mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) suffer—by the nature of how MFCCs are set
up—from disparate treatment: we have shown that the MFCC-distance of speakers with the
same accent is clearly smaller than that of speakers with different accents. This implies that
subjects’ sensitive attributes are not ignored when ASR models are trained.
In addition, we analyzed how training corpus that are imbalanced with respect to the amount
of speech per accent affect fairness. We have shown that systems perform worse in decoding
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Before GAN  After GAN  
The plot shows decoding performances per accent of an ASR model trained on LibriSpeech data. The dark
gray bars indicate the WERs of decoding MFCCs the way they were outputted by Kaldi. The light gray
bars show the result of passing Indian English speakers’ MFCCs through a wrapper—our trained CycleGAN
generator, whose goal it is to make Indian English speakers’ MFCCs look like those of American English
speakers. At this stage, the decoding error of the modified Indian English speakers’ MFCCs did not yet fall
below that of decoding non-modified MFCCs; the WERs are, however, comparable. In addition, we show
that the wrapper is generalizable because it performs similarly well if we only look at utterances that have
not been used for training the CycleGAN (out-of-sample).
the speech of speakers whose accents are underrepresented in the training corpus. Once we
increased the amount of speech in underrepresented accents in the training set, the decoding
WER for the respective speakers decreased. This implies that ASR models that are trained
on an imbalanced speech corpus not only suffer from disparate treatment but also from
disparate impact.
In order to combat these two problems of ASR models trained on MFCCs, and therefore make
such models fairer, we suggest including a wrapper in the model, right before the MFCCs
are decoded with the trained model. The goal of that wrapper is to make the MFCCs of
speakers whose accent is underrepresented in the training corpus (in our case, Indian English)
resemble those of speakers whose accent has predominantly been used for training the ASR
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model (in our case, American English). To do so, we adapt the technique of generative
adversarial networks (GANs). In our example, the generator focuses on producing MFCCs
that are indistinguishable from those of American English speakers, while the discriminator
tries to identify if MFCCs came from the generative model—hence, were generated—or from
the real data. In order to ensure that the speech content of Indian English speakers’ MFCCs
is maintained when modified to American English-resembling MFCCs, our network not only
needs to minimize generator and adversarial losses—as is the case in regular GANs—but
also so-called cycle losses, which are the integral part of CycleGANs.
Modifying the MFCCs of Indian English speakers by running them through the generator
of the trained CycleGAN and feeding them back to the ASR software Kaldi for decoding
should result in lower word error rates (WERs) for the speech of Indian English speakers.
Thus far, the WERs of decoding the modified MFCCs are, however, still slightly higher.
From what we have experienced and read from other researchers about training GANs, we
learned that this is a difficult task. We are convinced, though, that with continuous model
tuning, at some point we will obtain the desired results.
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